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ABSTRACT
For this thesis, I developed a curriculum for high school art students using centers for
small group instruction that helped them develop skills and knowledge in creating art. The type
of small group instruction that I implemented is centered based and includes a teacher facilitated
component, an interactive activity, and a project done in a small group at their desks. The
groups were broken down in levels of ability, skill, and the extra time needed for students to
complete their work. By developing this type of curriculum for the Visual Art 1 course, the goal
of small group instruction in the art classroom is to support student understanding of the artistic
process through successful experiences.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As a new teacher, I am interested in always improving my curriculum and projects for my
art classes. During a professional development class, I was encouraged to try this type of small
group instruction. In the county where I teach, small group instruction was not accepted by
many high school teachers, including any art teachers. I was intrigued by a Professional
Development presenter, who was interested in learning how small group instruction worked in an
art classroom. This type of instruction is a nontraditional way of teaching art. The typical art
lesson is a taught with information presented to the group and then helping students individually.
Although small group instruction has been traditionally used in the beginning grades of
elementary schools and special needs groups in both Gifted and Special Education classrooms, it
is now being used with academic classes in the upper grade levels. It is used to make sure all
students obtain and retain the information given and help keep students engaged during
instruction. The students who move quickly in each of the activities can go forward to the next
very easily. The student who needs more time and extra help can get help without being
overwhelmed with the next activity until they are ready.
Art is typically not a subject that uses organized small group instruction; it is usually
taught with one on one explanation and teacher demonstration to the whole class. Small group
instruction allows for students to move forward at their own pace and allows the teacher to guide
their practice more specifically which encourages personal growth and individual differentiation.
1.1

Purpose of the Study
The reason I chose developing curriculum for the centered small group instruction for the

visual art course is because of the type of student community in which I teach. The high school
that I work at is a themed Magnet School where gifted students, general education students, and
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students with special needs are all enrolled in my classes. Also, 9th through 12th graders are all
enrolled in the same art classes. This high school is a Title I school with 64.3% of the students on
free and reduced lunch programs. Our graduation rate is below 75% and we have a high rate of
students who discuss dropping out as early as the second semester in 9th grade. The goal for this
research was that small group instruction may help ALL students pass the class and feel
successful in creating art.
In my research, the focus was on centered small group instruction using three groups: the
Teacher-Facilitated, the Interactive, and At-your-Seat -Work. The goals were for students to
work at their own pace, get one on one instruction from the teacher while continuing to work on
their art projects, and have opportunities to discuss their artwork with their peers. By using this
type of instruction, students stay focused and productive in the art classroom.
1.2

Expected Framework for Instruction
The course time for art class is a ninety-minute block, which allows approximately 20

minutes in each of the three groups. The remaining thirty minutes is structured for a 20-minute
lesson in the beginning and 10 minutes for cleaning up at the end of class. The lesson begins
with whole class instruction and communication. Then the first group works in the TeacherFacilitated-Group where a “mini” lesson supports the main instruction. Here the teacher
instructs, demonstrates, and works with approximately 10 students at a time. In this group, the
teacher can see if students are struggling with the concept and need to stay for a second
presentation and support. The student can stay in this group until they feel confident and have
mastered the task and information. Students who achieve the objectives quickly can move into
the other groups faster to complete the other tasks and therefore work at their own pace. While
these students are working with the teacher, the Interactive Group is working on a small activity
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that supports a previous lesson or skill development. For example, in Visual Art 1, one of the
objectives is that the student will draw the object provided and show how to render value with a
designated light source. This activity is due at the end of class as a ticket out. Sometimes it can
be a lesson in two parts, due on the second day. The last group is the At-Your-Seat-Work, which
usually involves student projects. These projects are given a set time to complete and the student
continues to work on this in the 20 minutes of the rotation of the block period. I felt that using
this instructional delivery system would give the student more opportunities to achieve success
and become confident in producing art.
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2
2.1

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Centered Small Group Instruction and Curriculum Strategies
Centered small group instruction is a nontraditional method of teaching students that is

beginning to be used in higher educational classes. Research done by Achen, Dodd, and
Lumpkin (2015), in Student Perceptions of Active Learning, shows the increasing success of
using student centered environments and activities to impact student learning. According to
Doyle (2008), learning centered environments are the most important way to teach in optimizing
student learning. He suggests that learner centered environments help students take ownership of
their own learning process by making choices of how they will learn and become more
responsible for the outcome. Centered small group instruction can allow students to be positive
and interact with the lessons and the teacher more readily and personally. The teacher can help
students understand the concepts and develop skills like drawing, rendering value, and creating a
good composition by using interactive activities and one on one instruction in the TeacherFacilitated Group. Relationships with peers and the teacher can encourage students to believe
that they can accomplish their learning goals.
According to a research study by Borůvkova and Emanovský (2016), small group
instruction helps students build relationships which in turn creates a better working environment.
This study showed the increase in participation in isolated learners especially in the cooperative
learning. Students developed relationships that helped them with their learning processes, they
interacted and worked together with peers in order to develop skills. Small group instruction
makes sure all students learn the content effectively, especially through the Interactive Group.
Students are forced to accomplish the goal with students that they normally would not be put
together. These students will help each other and develop a social interaction that can enhance
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small group instruction. This small group learning allows the student to be the focus in the
learning process. This differs in more traditional methods were the teacher is the center of
activity. In small group instruction, the teacher’s role is a facilitator to the students’ process not
a lecturer as in most tradition classrooms. This type of learning allows student to converse and
share skills that lead them to become more expressive, share what they know, what they do not
know, and what they might want to learn. Students will take more risks and experiment knowing
that there is a safety net amongst each other. In this research, they concluded that there are five
criteria for the cooperative project: (1) positive interdependence, (2) individual accountability,
(3) face to face interaction for at least part of the work, (4) appropriate use of interpersonal skills,
and (5) regular self-assessment of team functioning (2016).
The cooperative art project needs to make sure that students have independence amongst
themselves and within their group to insure accountability. These relationships need to be in a
positive environment and the student needs to understand that they have accountability separate
from the group. The project needs hands on by all members of the group and that they react to
each other in an appropriate manner to fulfill a creative experience. The assessment needs to be
an evaluation of the group’s interaction together (2016).
The teacher’s role is to facilitate and requires pre-planning of the groups and the
instruction needed. The teachers will give instruction and guide students to stay on task, provide
feedback, and skill support. Monitoring student and group progress is essential to the success of
the student and the group. Assessing each student’s participation and group interaction will help
support the end result of the project. Teachers will check for individual accountability and group
success (Borůvkova and Emanovský, 2016).
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Other support for this type of curriculum development comes from the article, “How do
we teach? Results of a National Survey of Instruction in Secondary Art Education,” David
Burton (2001). He discusses the practices of art teachers in a secondary classroom. The survey
shows teachers’ preferred teaching methods and suggests that further studies could help enhance
art-teaching practices. It raises the questions on whether teachers could use more support in
these strategies or and how effective they are for student learning. Burton’s research shares the
way in which most art teachers are teaching secondary art and shows the need to extending
traditional practices. Teachers should experiment and be open to change the art curriculum
according to the current educational climate. The centered small group instruction is not a
traditional form of teaching art that can be used when students are put in the art classroom
without choice just to complete a graduation requirement. Using centered small group
instruction practices students can stay with the teacher for additional help and build confidence
and skill. Demonstrations on specific techniques can be designed to the individual student. In
the Interactive Group students can discuss and collaborate the activities that will support
instruction, enhance skill development, and build confidence in the art process (Burton, 2001).
Karen Popovich (2006) challenges art teachers to develop curriculum through their own
approach that expands from the art classroom to other subjects and explore other methods that
will work with students’ needs. She discusses how the teacher becomes the facilitator and that
the curriculum can address the individual students process. Small group instruction can be a
method in achieving student success. The Teacher-Facilitated Group works with about ten
students at a time and ensures that the student walks away knowing the particular skill required
or the information needed to accomplish the project. This grouping also allows for the teacher to
demonstrate and work with each student in a one on one process. It also provides the teacher
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opportunities to see which of the students should move at a faster pace and which students need
extra help. This is the perfect way to develop individual differentiation in instruction. Teachers
need to view curriculum development as an ongoing process, which will lead to better student
success.
Charles M Dorn in his book Mind in Art (1998) discusses that knowledge in art is
constructed in creating and processing art Dorn compares and contrasts Piaget and Lowenfield’s
child’s growth and perception in art and how a teacher can create a conceptual curriculum that
will support student learning. Concepts can scaffold and repeat to include all learning abilities.
Centered small group instruction is perfect for all types of learners. The Interactive Group
supports concepts that can scaffold and help with student growth. Students have time to think
and process the knowledge learned in the Teacher-Facilitated and Interactive Groups.
A study of small group curriculum for gifted students was conducted over five years by
Peterson and Lorimer (2012) focused on teacher facilitators. The study concluded that teachers
had more confidence and developed a better relationship with students while teaching in small
groups. Responses from students stated that teachers became more relaxed and at ease about the
instruction. It is important for teachers to develop a relationship with their students. This study
supports the development of curriculum for centered small group in that students are the focus
and how the environment plays an important role in the different groups. It is especially
important in the Teacher-Facilitated Groups where those relationships can be cultivated and
grown to help with each student’s success. In such a group, a one on one nurturing environment
can take place and help students overcome any inhibitions of art and its creative process.
In a study by Mark Graham (2003) of an adolescence drawing class, the goal was to
achieve a higher skill level in a classroom of 21 students raging in different skill levels. He states
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during a time of discovery for these students that he engaged them in a curriculum of European
Renaissance that usually is hard for students to relate to. These students became successful in
creating their art when they could intermingle interpersonal references in their art. Some of their
success was felt in their ability to move about the room, socialize, and discuss their work
amongst their peers. Although the subject of European Renaissance was reflected in skill
development it was understood by integrating their own culture, which gave students new
insights into their creative process. By socializing and moving about the room students could
collaborate their ideas and process. Centered small group instruction supports this process and
art development. The Interactive Group and the At-Your-Seat-Group allow the students to move
about the room and share information. They can collaborate and discuss ideas and downfalls,
give suggestions to each other in what works best, and not only take part of learning but teach
others what they have learned (Graham 2003).
In the article, Five High -Impact Teaching Practices, by L. Dee Fink (2016), these five
teaching practices can help increase student engagement and student learning. It is based on 40
years of experience in developing and implementing these practices. The five HITP are: 1)
helping students become meta-learners, 2) learning centered course design, 3) using small groups
in a powerful way, 4) service-learning/community engagement---with reflection, and 5) being a
leader with your students. Fink also states that even though you, the teacher, might not use all
five, just using two or three will give a better learning experience to your students. The centered
small group curriculum that was developed uses two of the HITP’s; learning centered course
design and small groups. My curriculum plans for specific activities and instruction for all three
of the centered small groups; Teacher- Facilitated, Interactive, and At-Your-Seat-Work Groups.
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Patricia Samson (2015) discusses, in her article of, Fostering Student Engagements:
Creative Problem Solving in Small Group Facilitators, using small groups to implement the idea
of creative problem solving as a strategy. The use of active strategies like this one works well in
the small group curriculum planning where creative problem solving and critical thinking is the
basis in creating art. Art projects in themselves are defined by both problem solving and critical
thinking. The art process begins with a problem to solve and encourages different ways in which
to try to reach the goal of completion. Critical thinking is a process of self -directed and selfassessment, where a student improves upon their own process. The lessons were structured as to
have content and skill development be a process that students will have to discover and practice
to achieve the art projects goal.
In the curriculum for centered small group instruction strategies like some of Marzono’s
“high yield” nine, are used to support the lesson and student achievement (Marzano 2009.) Three
of the Marzano’s nine that will be used are reinforcing student effort and provide recognition,
cooperative learning, and setting objectives and provide feedback. Reinforcing effort and
providing recognition is one of the strategies that was used in the curriculum for the Visual Art 1
course. In the Teacher-Facilitated-Group, the teacher can provide immediate feedback,
recognize student achievement, effort, and give more support where needed. Cooperative
learning is well supported in small groups where students interact with each other for support
and idea development. The lesson will set the objectives, and in the Teacher-Facilitated Group
the teacher will give immediate feedback to help students with content and skill development.
2.2

Student Development and Behavior
In developing the high school curriculum, teachers need to understand the behavior of

their students. In Art and the Adolescence, by John A. Michael (1983), discusses how adolescent
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behavior should be considered in developing the art curriculum. Michael states that behaviors
that are typically ignored like confidence, self-esteem, creativity, and the development of their
aesthetic stance are some of the key factors to understand when developing art curricula. He
discusses that content, art skills, and art attitude should play an important role in the student’s
success. Small group instruction will allow for these three functions to take place. In the
Teacher-Facilitated Group, the content will be delivered and mastered. Here students will work
directly with the teacher to make sure that there is complete understanding. The Interactive
Groups will allow students to work on activities to support the content and build specific skills.
The student can discuss their feelings and attitudes about the art project, the content, or about
their process. The At-Your-Seat- Group allows students to practice creativity and confidence
needed for the art project. By scaffolding the information and understanding the behavior of
high school students as stated by Michael (1983), that small group instruction will help students
succeed, build confidence, and self-esteem when creating art.
The other topic that Michael talks about is the importance of student oriented art projects.
Allowing students to have more choices and self-directed projects gives the control to students
and helps them in their creative process. The centered small group curriculum is about students
having more control over their outcome with the choice of requesting more guidance when
needed. The curriculum allows for more student choice while still being accountable for content.
There are also interactive activities that will support skill development and build confidence for
the student to branch out and experiment.
Most high school students, when asked will describe the feeling of being creative with
being successful when making art. In supporting a student’s creativity according to Kerry
Freedman (2010), an updated and different approach is needed. Freedman redefines creativity
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by not only taking in consideration the process and outcome, but by interpreting the physical
motivations and the context in which the art is created. Freedman explains this reasoning in
seven characteristics of creativity. These characteristics include: 1) critical reflection, (2) interest
based, (3) that there is a learning process, (4) functional, (5) is a social activity, (6) dependent on
reproduction, (7) is a form of leadership. In understanding and using these characteristics can
help with the development of the small group curriculum. It is important for the art instructor to
understand and nurture creativity in their students. Students want to feel successful when
creating art. The small group instruction is a way in which helping students develop the
confidence as well as skill in their art process. In the Teacher-Facilitated Group the student can
stay as long as they need to understand the content, perfect a certain skill, or just get emotional
support during the lesson. The Interactive Group is an activity that is independent and used to
scaffold and to gain support for the main project. This becomes a social activity that relies on
reproduction and understanding its function. The At-Your-Seat-Work Group helps students
discover the art process and is usually chosen from the student’s interests. The small group
instruction works well with developing students as artists and nurturing their artistic process.
Centered small group instruction is an effective strategy for supporting students in
developing better relationships with their peers and teacher. Traditional teaching methods are
being challenged to better meet the educational needs of students. A curriculum using centered
small group instruction allows the teacher to better determine where students need more help,
and also allows students to be more independent, work at their own pace, and make their own
choices. Students are more engaged in learning and develop more confidence if they have
multiple opportunities to make their own choices and be responsible for their own success.
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Teachers can better adjust their methods to address student needs while making sure all students
learn the specific contenet.
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3
3.1

METHODOLOGY

Question for discovery:
The research project was done by creating and implementing a curriculum that was

focused on centered small group instruction. I documented my process of developing the
curriculum, as well as how I implemented the instruction. I wrote daily reflections on how well
the lesson was received and understood. I used my reflections to keep the activities and projects
that worked and change the ones that did not work. I was able to see and reflect on how well
students performed in each of the groups and whether center small group instruction works in the
high school classroom. As I reflected on my teaching my primary query became: in what
ways does a well-developed curriculum for centered small group instruction help high
school students develop skills and knowledge in the art classroom?
The weekly lesson plans were created involving the utilization of all three groups daily.
Depending on the desired outcome/due date or the project sometimes the same activity was
planned for the Interactive and At-Your-Seat-Work Groups at the same time. The lesson plan
template includes the instruction details daily, along with the activity description for each group,
Teacher-Facilitated, Interactive, and At-Your-Seat Groups. The lesson plan is to guide
instruction and may change depending on the activities of the school and any last minute new
activities that would better suit the day. I wrote my reflections down daily which helped me
make changes and adjustments in the subsequent lesson. Working with students individually and
through the group work, I was able to see the success of each student. I changed and
differentiated the assignments to meet each student’s needs.
Some inferential data from common assessments was used to tell if the students were
learning the art terms and definitions along with their art project. This was in the forms of test
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analysis in general percentages of the test and the test questions. This data along with the
activities in the Interactive Group session and the At-Your-Seat Group project gave me an
overview how well the lessons were working, if review needed to happen, and if the student
needed additional help.
My research has allowed me to see what works and what does not work with each of the
classes. It also allowed me to make changes to the lesson for the next semester classes. The
ability to make these types of changes for the individual student and the class as a whole is what
I am interested in to make the creative process stimulating and successful.
3.2

High School Setting
This research was done in a Title I, high school setting, using a Visual Art 1 class.

Students are 95% African American from lower economic incomes. Sixty-five percent on the
students are on a free or reduced lunch program. In many cases my students have not
experienced many art classes or have used a variety of art materials. These limited experiences
result in an opinion from students that art classes are for only students who know how to draw.
Once I begin to tell them that with practice anyone can learn to draw, they start to open their
mind about the art class.
The Visual Art 1 class is the first class in secession to any of the art pathways. This class
is for beginners and is designed to give all students aid in developing basics art skills. The
Visual Art 1 class is a study of the elements and principles of design. Understanding and
creating them is essential in developing good works of art. This class also instructs and
discusses art criticism, art history, and developing the artist voice.
The room is a well-equipped room and can seat 38 students at a time. The room has three
sinks, a drying rack and several counter tops to place artwork. The Teacher-Facilitated Group is
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situated in an area that fits ten at a time and is located at the front of the room near the
promethean board and the teacher’s desk. The Interactive Group is right behind the teacher the
Teacher-Facilitated area that also seats ten at a time. The rest of the seating accommodated the
remaining students working on their art projects. There are four large drawing tables that seat
eight students, in the back next to an ongoing still life set up. These tables are for drawing
students only and are adjustable with drafting chairs. The right side of the room houses four I
Mac computers for research and design. There are also ten laptops and ten I Pads for student
use. This updated technology is used in the Interactive and Teacher-Facilitated Groups. The
room is large and students can move around easily into all of the different groups.
3.2.1 Participants
The participants are high school students between the ages of 14 and 18. Grade levels 9th
through 12th are mixed together in each class. Classes will have between 25 and 30 students with
Special Education students, students with special needs, and gifted students integrated in all
classes. Some of these students have chosen to taken the art classes, but most have been put in
the class to take an elective and or work on a pathway they have not chosen. This is where
centered small group instruction works better than a nontraditional art classroom. For the
majority of my students, exposure to art classes have been limited and the anxiety over getting a
good grade or feeling successful in a class where the stigma of being “artistic” can only be
overwhelming. A developed curriculum using centered small group instruction helps in
overcoming these feelings and allow students to feel successful in creating art. Within my
written reflections, I have included my memory of a few student’s comments as a part of my
observations, but I have changed the names of the students to protect their identity.
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3.3

The Procedure
3.3.1 Defining Centered Small Groups
The first step in the process was to look at student data at the very beginning of the

semester and group students in three groups of ten. The data can be Lexar Scores, previous
art classes/ other class grades, IEPs, and 504s. By placing students with similar needs, the
teacher can begin to assess the student and then make changes as needed. This allows the
students to move at their own pace through the assignments. For example, the gifted
students or students with a higher level of art skill may work faster and need assignments
that will be more challenging. The students with special needs may need more assistance
and maybe simpler assignments, while the general education students need the average
time and assistance.
My class time is a 90-minute block and is perfect for small group instruction. During
this time, the first twenty minutes is for new instruction, the opening, essential question,
review of previous information, and what work will be done in the upcoming class periods.
Then we will break out into the first set of groups, the Teacher-Facilitated Group, students
working at their seats, and the other group in the interactive table. Then the rotation
begins with the second group, then the last group. Each group remains on the task for
twenty minutes with a total of an hour. That leaves ten minutes for closing and clean up.
I started the Teacher-Facilitated group first with the gifted and advanced students
(Group A), since they will need less of explanation with instruction. Then I chose the
general education students (Group B) and got them moving and checked to see if anyone
needed to move into a different group. Finally, the last group I worked with in the TeacherFacilitated area were the students with special needs (Group C). I chose this group last to
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make sure there is extra time to help students with the work and make sure there is
complete understanding of the instruction that was given. Students can stay in the
Teacher-Facilitated Group as long as needed, therefore all students can feel successful in
the assignment and the new information.
The first group (Group A) leaving the Teacher-Facilitated area, moved directly into
the Interactive area and completed the small task required. This was an opportunity for
them to bounce off ideas and share information with each other in open conversation. This
activity is a support activity, something that was given in instruction before or something
that can be easily done through the directions given. This activity enhances the project that
students are working on at their seat. For example; a drawing technique like crosshatching is used in an activity like creating a value strip in the Interactive area and then is
part of the drawing project assignment when students are working independent at their
seats.
The projects that are part of the At-Your-Seat-Group lasted for about a week, maybe
a week and a half. They are more complex like a complete drawing or painting. In these
projects, the student works independently on a project that incorporates the skills and
information given through instruction, the Teacher-Facilitated-Group, and the Interactive
Group.
In the first week, I began by presenting how the small group instruction will take
place and created a small activity for each group in the room. They were simple tasks such
as the teacher presenting the class syllabus in the teacher-facilitated area, a KWL ( Know,
What you Want to know, and what you want to Learn) chart in the interactive section, and
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a free draw assignment at-your-seat. This helped students move around the room and
know what the expectations are.
As time progressed the student knew the routine and came to class easily moving
through the groups and the class work. At least, that was my hope in using small group
instruction. The goal of this type of instruction is to empower students with the confidence
to create art and develop skills that will carry them through to other art classes.
3.3.2 Framework of Curriculum for Centered Small Group Instruction
The curriculum that was to be the focus of my research will be Unit 3, Drawing, for
the Visual Art 1 course. In this unit, we worked on developing drawing skills and learning
about value and light. Other topics included composition, modeling, nonlinear perspective,
and 13 types of line. Topics that were reviewed from the previous units were the elements
and principles of design. In Unit 3, Drawing, I developed three lesson plans that
incorporated the use of drawing techniques, value, and drawing through direct
observation. In these lesson plans the following standards were used to frame the lesson:
The first standard is VAHSVAPR.1; Uses formal qualities of art (elements and principles) to
create unified composition and communicate meaning. The second standard is
VAHSVAPR.2; Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes in drawing. The
last standard used was VAHSVAPR.6; Keeps a visual/Verbal sketchbook journal,
consistently throughout the course, to collect, develop, and preserve ideas in order to
produce works of art around themes of personal meaning.
In the curriculum planning Marzano’s (Nine) High Yield Instructional strategies and
others were used to develop activities for the Interactive Groups that can help student
learning and skill development. Some of the strategies that were implemented were visual
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journal sketchbook, drawings, KWL charts, foldables, reinforcing student effort and
recognizing students for a job well done. The areas of planning were the opening, work
period, and closing. In the opening, the essential question and hook into the overall idea or
theme of the lesson was presented. The first twenty minutes the main part of the lesson is
presented and/or demonstrated. The lesson then is reinforced in the Teacher-Facilitated
Group, where the next phase of the lesson was taught in more detail. At this time, the
students broke out in centered small groups. One third went to the Teacher- Facilitated
Group to learn more about what was presented in the opening of instruction. One third of
the students went to the Interactive table or area and proceeded to do the activity
independent for the guided practice of the teacher. The last one third of the student group
worked on the project at their seat.
At the end of the class, while students were cleaning up we closed out by discussing
the main idea of the lesson, quick review, and talk about what we will be doing in the
future.
3.3.3 Timeline and Lesson Outline
The research took place during one full semester of 18 weeks of the Visual Art 1
course, and is the beginning of the Art Pathway. The curriculum for this Visual Art 1 course
was developed for six units from the county mapping curriculum. The high school where
the research was done is on a 90-minute block schedule; therefore, the time for each unit
was three weeks. There was a new lesson for each week with a projected end result of a
complete work of art and an assessment of art terms and concepts. In the weekly lesson
plan, there are specific activities and expectations of student learning for each day and in
each of the centered small groups. The focus in Unit 3, Drawing, includes three lessons, one
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for each week. The first lesson plan focus was on line; the different types, how these are
used and where do we see them. A review of shape is the basis of the “Organic Vs.
Geometric” project and includes adding at least three types of line. Strategies that were
used included foldables that identified the different types of line. The second lesson focus
was on value and its properties and how it is used to create depth. In this lesson, we
defined and demonstrated how to render value. Strategies used are KWL Chart, drawings
and practice rendering value in the visual/journal sketchbook. Worksheets with examples
and labeling areas of value with a light source were used to reinforce understanding. The
end project was a design that incorporates personal symbols and text that describes who
you are. All objects in the design were to be rendered in value with a designated light
source. There were review activities that will include shape, line, and an assessment of
value at the end of the week. The last lesson for the unit was a culmination of Lesson One
and Lesson Two. The project “Value Circle Close-Up” uses information taught in the
previous lessons such as shape, line, and value. New material for this lesson discusses the
importance of good composition and how it is used to create interest in a work of art. The
strategies for this lesson were drawing sketches, planning a composition, and giving
immediate feedback and support for practice. Others include strong compositions by
identification and observation by using a magnifying glass to see objects close up. At the
end of the lessons a unit assessment was given on art terms and practice.
3.3.4 Assessments and Student Progress
In assessing student learning I used observations, unit tests, ticket out and project grades.
The Teacher-Facilitated Group is where I saw the student work and areas in which they needed
more help. By observing students working on their projects and in developing skills it was a
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great way to assess the student quickly and make any necessary changes. Unit tests were given
to evaluate art terms and processes. I also did an analysis after each test to see what changes I
need to make in terms of review and also make sure all students understand the content. I used
the Ticket-Out-The-Door for the Interactive Group activities to make sure students develop the
drawing skills and help with practice for the unit test.
As with Borůvkova and Emanovský (2016), their research with isolated learners, my
students also developed relationships with each other and became more engaged in their projects
and in developing their drawing skills. Students who would otherwise often not participate, were
able to share information with each other and work on their projects together.
Charles Dorn (1998) suggested to scaffold art activities to help students understand
concepts and help with all types of learners. My Interactive activities helped build upon each
other to teach content and help with developing the drawing skills. Because the activity was the
participation grade for the day or Ticket -Out -The -Door, this assessment was given back to the
students the next day. I could see quickly which students needed extra help.
My unit test assessment was designed from the information and content in the Teacher
Facilitated Group. Just like the study done by Peterson and Lorimer (2012) that focused on
teacher facilitators, in my Teacher Facilitated Group I was able to build relationships with my
students. I got to know them personally which helped in making sure that they understood the
lesson and its content. I believe my students became more successful when taking their unit test
and also in their process in creating their projects.
The three lessons used the activities in the Interactive Group that scaffold the
information students need to create good art projects. The goal was for the small group
instruction to support student learning so that they understood the drawing process.
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4

IMPLEMENTATIONS: REFECTIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Reflections on the development of my curriculum were a very important part of my
research project. I evaluated my data through my reflections so it was a crucial part of inquiry
because of its effect on the project and student learning. I believe my teacher reflection helped
with development of new ideas and concepts.
Julie Lymburner (Irwin, R., & Springgay, S. 2008), in her research, used arts based
journaling to grow as an artist in combination with herself as a teacher. In her journaling, she
explored and evaluated herself as a teacher; learning what was important to her as an artist and as
an instructor for teaching art. Her reflections helped make changes needed to her curriculum,
practice, and her relationships with her students. These reflections and writings are a
nontraditional method of action research and is what most teachers use daily. At the end of each
day I reflected on the day’s progress for each class and planned any changes. I considered ways
to make each project more productive. This helped with the next semesters planning. I asked
myself, does the project need a different interactive activity or more time? How well did the
students like and interact with the content? I also recorded reflections at the end of the week so
that I can look at the weekly picture. When I begin a new year, I will be able to see all of my
thoughts and ideas that I am hoping will help in creating a new year’s curriculum that will allow
for students to have fun and love art.
My reflections are in the form of journal writings on a specific form that will include
daily and weekly notations. Details about how well the students worked in the small group
written with new ideas for improvement. This allowed me to change any interactive or even
extend a project if needed. Reflections on instruction, Teacher-Facilitated, Interactive, and AtYour-Seat Group projects were noted.
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The journal writing about instruction allowed for reflecting on delivery, execution, and
practice. These notations helped in developing the activities for the different small groups. In
implementing the curriculum for the centered small group instruction, the first phase is the
introduction of the subject or theme during the 20-minute instruction. The introduction can be a
presentation of a new subject or idea; or a review of something presented weeks earlier. In this
beginning phase information was given to students that helped them achieve their art production
goals.
During the teacher facilitated time I was able to determine whether students understood
the lesson or need to stay for more time with extra instruction. These reflections helped
determine whether students understood the material or demonstration or whether they need more
time for review and practice before moving on. This group was the most important because
communication about the project, art terms, and activities were implemented and practiced. This
guided practice helped the student become more successful and allowed mistakes to be made in a
safe and nurturing environment with the teacher. The teacher can help build confidence with the
student. If the student feels successful, then they will feel that they are accomplished with that art
activity or skill. Once the student feels that they can do the project with confidence then their
creativity blossoms. With confidence and creativity students enjoy the art making process.
The interactive area was basically self-guided practice. In this group students reviewed a
subject or topic that directly related to the art activity. This practice is without teacher guidance
and is used as a participation grade or ticket out at the end of class. Activities included drawing
a sphere with a designated light source, showing value and labeling the range of values. This is
practice for the unit tests and also relates to the project of drawing a still life and showing a
complete value scale. This exercise was demonstrated and taught in the Teacher-Facilitated
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Group before it was put as practice in the Interactive Group. In this group, the reflections came
from the assessment of the participation grade or the ticket out. I was able to see who did not
understand the concept and if they needed additional help. The participation assessment was
also a gauge to how well the coordinating art project will come out. I targeted students who
needed the extra help and engaged them further with extra guided practice to ensure the success
of their project. By using the reflections from the Interactive Group, I could be sure that students
get the extra attention they needed.
Finally, the At-Your-Seat-Group is when the actual art project solidifies the
understanding of the content and its application is completed. Here students worked
independently on their projects and the process. My reflections are not only about the success of
each project but how the student seemed to understand the content. The process for some
students was assessed higher than their individual art product. It is important to me to cultivate
the love of art and the feeling of being successful in its process. For some students, the art piece
itself might not be the final grade but the student’s tenacity and hard work will be their success.
It is important as an art teacher to observe these different outcomes and encourage students to
develop commitment and understanding.
The reflections made for each small group helped in the curriculum development of each
class. They helped support individual and group instruction that will lead to student success.
This type of small group instruction is perfect for differentiation in the classroom. Small group
instruction allowed for personal attention, different ways in which to learn, and a provided
students’ opportunities to work at their own pace.
Centered small group instruction has the potential to be a new way to present and deliver
visual art content to students in a high school environment. The curriculum is focused on student
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growth, building confidence, and developing art skills. Centered small group activities use
instructional strategies that will enhance learning and the creative art process. My students were
able to collaborate with their peers for idea development and support. They came away at the
end of the semester with different attitudes about learning in centered small groups and seemed
to feel good about the art projects they created.
4.1

Reflections and Discussions
My reflections were created from three lessons from the unit Drawing, for the Visual Art

course and occurred for over a time of three weeks. In each lesson, a project was to be
completed at the end. The first lesson is based on the elements of shape, line, and value. This
lesson was called, “Organic vs Geometric” and was designed to help students understand the
different types of line and the use of rendering value. In Lesson Two, “What Do You Value?”
the focus is understanding light sources and rendering value. This project includes
personalization from the student in utilizing four things of personal value. The principles of unity
and variety are discussed in creating a good composition. Lesson Three, “Value Circle Close
Up” is a final culmination of the previous lessons that incorporate shape, line, value, and creating
a good composition. The way in which the project is executed allows discovery and
acknowledgement of emphasis and the use of space.
Reflections were written for each day, each student group, and each centered small group.
The student groups were selected from student data, such as gifted, general education students,
and students with IEPs and special needs. Each group had ten students and was rotated daily
through centered small group instruction. Group A contained gifted and general education
students with higher GPAs. This group was planned first in the teacher-facilitated rotation
because they would retain the information and demonstration quickly. I could then spend more
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time with students who needed extra support. The majority of students in Group B were general
education students with average grades that required support but could work well independently.
The last group, Group C, is made up of students with IEPs, and lower GPAs. This is where I
spent the most time supporting these students with the art activities. These students had a
tendency to stay in the Teacher-Facilitated Group for a longer period of time.
The centered small groups were the Teacher-Facilitated, the Interactive, and the At-YourSeat-Work groups. As discussed earlier, the curriculum was planned for a project to be
completed and interactive activities to support the project, student skill development, and unit
requirements. The standards used for all three lessons were; VAHSVAPR.1 Uses formal
qualities of art (elements and principles) to create unified composition and communicate
meaning, VAHSVAPR.2 Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes in drawing,
and VAHSVAPR.6 Keeps a visual/Verbal sketchbook journal, consistently throughout the
course, to collect, develop, and preserve ideas in order to produce works of art around themes of
personal meaning. These standards along with the project objectives and the centered small
group activities created a student engaged environment.
The centered small group activities reinforced the lesson and were included in the lesson
plan in detail by group, student group, and by day. The reflections were written in the same way
discussing the daily outcome by center group category and the student group. The reflections for
the lessons in the Teacher-Facilitated Group activities are defined in three categories, highlights,
struggles, and adaptations. I used these to help make any changes to the future lessons and for
me to reflect on all aspects of developing this curriculum. I also used an overall conclusion
category for summarizing my reflections.
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The first week with the Lesson One, “Organic vs. Geometric,” the theme and the
objectives were for the student to explore organic and geometric shapes, line; outside line,
contour line, line quality, and value. The student will create a well-designed contour image
using an organic and a geometric shape at least 3 inches long in the student’s sketchbook. Then
each design is traced and cut out. Using a full page in the student’s sketchbook they are to create
an abstract by overlapping the geometric and organic shapes to create a design. At least six times
for each. The students will use colored pencils and color all shapes including the new ones with
warm or cool colors. The student will show and render value in all shapes.
4.2 My Reflections
4.2.1 Week One: Lesson One; Organic vs. Geometric
In Day One, in the Teacher-Facilitated Group I presented the line review guide and
presented the Organic vs. Geometric project. My overall conclusions were that the review guide
is always a great help in introducing a new unit. Group A and B students used this tool when
working through the whole project. I learned that the third group of students need extra time and
additional help. I think I will have them go first with some activities. Day Two I defined contour
line and using an empty bottle, I demonstrated how to draw a contour bottle drawing and a blind
contour drawing. I found the most interesting part of this activity was the total engagement of all
students. Even though there was difficulty, students worked hard at doing their best. The blind
contour overall, was the most difficult, but the student understood that trusting what you see and
the physical drawing correlates to practice and training. I would not change this activity. It is
important that the student struggles and learns technique. Day Three I demonstrated how to
render value in each shape of the student’s abstract design. Students in all three groups
understood the concept of rendering value. I learned that students would rather use their fingers
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to accomplish their goal instead of using the side of their pencil. The struggle was helping
students stay motivated in the activity. The next time I teach this lesson I will show more
examples of rendering value and videos of artists creating value. For Day Four I reviewed and
showed how to cut, paste, and label their line foldables for 13 types of line. This activity helped
students recognize each type of line. Students liked the activity and stayed engaged. This activity
took longer than expected for all three groups and lead to more socialization and less work. Next
time I will have more of the activity cut out for the students. This would give students more time
to paste and label. Next time I will prepare the activity better to cut down on the time spent.
Because of the time spent on this activity I adapted the Teacher-Facilitated Group for Day Five
and helped students finish cutting, pasting, and labeling their foldables of images of 13 types of
line. Students could see the benefit of the activity and felt the need to practice once they were
finished. I like the idea of having an activity that is simple maybe even elementary in its process
because I think it will lead to the visual understanding of the different types of line. For this
week, in the Teacher-Facilitated Group, I not only presented and demonstrated the work to the
students, I was able to help them individually in each group.
The activity for the Interactive Group in day one was a review activity of defining and
drawing a geometric and organic shape. This was a good activity and students liked the review. I
learned that students like the information and criteria up front. They can work at their own pace.
The struggle was moving to the designated area. I did not like the fact that I had to redirect
students constantly during the time I am spending with other students. In the future, I will make
this activity more group orientated. For Day Two, students will follow directions tracing and
cutting out their organic and geometric shapes. All students did the activity. Students do not want
to move into a centered group. In the future, I will make the activity more mobile, easier access,
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or a mandate group activity. Day Three, the students were to follow directions in practicing
drawing outlines, contour lines and lines using line quality. The students did not want to move
into a centered group and many students did not do this activity. I would make changes to this
activity because it is too repetitive with the current project. Day Four’s activity again was too
repetitive, students were supposed to follow directions and draw three different shapes and
render value using the side of their pencil. Again, many students did not do this activity. Day
Five students were supposed to finish work on their abstract design using colored pencils. This
activity gave more time for students to finish their projects. Overall the week for the interactive
activities did not go as planned. Students did not like to move into the different areas or centers
to do the work and they would rather work on their projects than the added-on activities from the
interactive area to support their projects. I think if students see the benefit of the activity then
they will do it, but several of the activities I developed were very repetitive, so students did not
seem to see the reason for doing them. I also learned that there needs to be a limit on the
activities and more time to do the projects.
In the At-Your-Seat Group each day of the week the activities break down the project.
For example, Day One students drew organic and geometric shapes in sketchbook. This activity
in most cases moved students quickly into their project. It also worked well with the other
activities and engaged students in the project. Day Two, students began creating their abstract
design by overlapping their organic and geometric shapes at least six times for each shape. This
project was completed by most students in the first day. Giving them the criteria in advance
when reviewing the project allowed students to work at their own pace. Some students had a
hard time creating their design off the page. In the future, I would review good composition
techniques and positive and negative space. I will combine these two days next time and make
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sure that students can continue to work at their own pace. On Day Three, students began
rendering value using color pencil in their abstract design. Colors used could be either warm or
cool. I found that not all students were interested in taking the time to show value and when
asked to work on their projects more they were reluctant. I needed to help students slow down
and understand the process of drawing and help them understand that anyone one can learn how
to draw and render value. Next time I teach this lesson, I will show more examples and work
with each student more on a one on one basis. Most students seemed to understand the concept
of warm and cool colors, but not everyone. I learned that some students’ exposure to art was
very limited so they did not know about some very elementary concepts like warm or cool
colors. I spent time with three of my students, Karen, Ron, and Brittany, listing the warm and
cool colors, using the color wheel as a reference. This helped them understand what was
expected and how to make their choices. I think that in my introduction to the lesson I needed to
include a quick review on the color wheel and discuss which colors are included in warm colors
and cool colors. For example, I could have the student list the colors in their choice of warm or
cool in their sketchbook. On Day Four and Five students finished work on their abstract design
using colored pencils. I learned that about 80% of the students finished this project and were
ready to move onto the next. I saw that there were some struggles for some students finishing
the project on time and that these were students who had been absent or not in class. I found that
I needed to provide extra help to these students either after school or allow them to finish up at
home and bring in the following Monday.
4.2.2 Week Two: Lesson Two; What Do You Value?
Lesson Two, “What do you value?” is about shapes, line, and value. There was a review
of types of line, identifying a light source, and rendering value. The principles of design
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included are unity and variety. Students were to create a well-designed composition using text, at
least four elements of design. Five bonus points were given if the student uses all seven. Using a
full page in the sketchbook, students created a composition that showed at least four things the
student values in her/his life. Using colored pencils all shapes must show value and a designated
light source. The students were also to use the principles of variety and unity to help with good
composition.
In the Teacher-Facilitated-Group, during Day One, I presented a value review guide with
definitions and applications. I also presented the new project, “What do you value?” I learned
that my review guides are a great opening with a new lesson and mixed with the project criteria
lead to success. Students look forward to the information to help them and I would not make any
changes to this teacher facilitated activity. All three groups were successful and began to use the
review guide as a tool for their project. Day Two, I used a KWL Chart, to go over appropriation
of images and copyright. I helped students develop their own ideas and sketches. All three
groups learned so much about appropriation and how they need to be aware of using any image
on the internet. I learned for this lesson my choice of a KWL chart helped students understand
appropriation. One of the students, James, asked, “why does it matter if we borrow images from
the internet?” His question led into a great deal of discussion about understanding the rights of
the artist and how you can still generate ideas by looking at other images. On Day Three I
reviewed project criteria and checked student work. I reviewed the value sphere and labeling. I
also demonstrated again how to render value. All three groups were similar in their time spent
rendering value. They understood the concept, but just wanted an easier way to do it. I learned
that the students in all three groups struggled with rendering value. Students were not happy
about the amount of time that it takes to render value accurately. I decided that to motivate
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students more in creating value, I might add different techniques that are taught in upper level
drawing class. These different techniques gave them more options. Day Four and Five I checked
interactive work and made sure all students understood how to render value. Again, I checked
on project, “What do you value?” and made sure students are on task and felt good about their
design. I learned that checking on each student’s progress regularly helps me connect with my
students and help them with their projects. Next time I teach this lesson I would use techniques
like stippling, hatching, or cross-hatching, etc., that might add more interest. I learned that most
students worked very hard on their projects and many needed more time. I saw that some of the
students in Groups B and C needed more time to finish this project because of the time needed to
render the drawing. I allowed students to come after school and in some cases I sent home
supplies and allowed students to finish over the weekend.
For Lesson Two, Day One, the Interactive Group completed a practice value work sheet.
This was a great activity for reviewing value and it was fast and easy to complete for all three
groups. Day Two’s Interactive Group worked together and completed their review guide. By
allowing students an extra day and to complete the review guide in a cooperative setting, all
students created a dialogue about the content. It also allowed the students to work the diagrams
together. On Day Three, the Interactive Group drew a sphere in their sketchbook, labeled it like
the diagram in review guide. They showed a designated light source and rendered the sphere
with value. Students liked this activity, which helped with practice on their project. Some
students did not finish this activity, so the next time I would add more time for the students who
need extra time to finish. On Day Four the students in the Interactive Group drew their favorite
object in their sketchbook, labeled it like the diagram in review guide. They showed a
designated light source and rendered the sphere with value. Students liked this activity to help
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with practice on their project. They liked choosing their object instead of doing the sphere. I
learned that even though some students did not like to repeat the activity, that it did benefit them
in working on their project. For the Day Five in interactive activity the students worked on their
“What do you value?’” project using color pencils to render value. I found that some of the
students in Groups B and C needed more time to finish this project. I think that most students
worked very hard on their projects and many needed more time. I recognized that because of the
time it takes to render the drawing students needed more time to finish their projects. I allowed
students to come after school and in some cases I sent home supplies and allowed students to
finish over the weekend.
In Day One for Lesson Two the for At- Your- Seat-Work Group began researching their
four personal values. I learned the students need to research and look at images in order to help
create their projects. Some students limit their research. In order for students to look further than
just one or two images, I would direct them to certain websites and information. Day Two of AtYour- Seat Group developed several sketches using the criteria given. The students created a
design and using colored pencils developed a light source and rendered each object with value.
Developing and practicing their ideas through completing several sketches helped the students
develop a good composition. Most students had no problems and in most cases combined their
several sketches into the composition used for their project. Days Three, Four, and Five for At –
Your-Seat Group worked on their “What do you value?” project using color pencils to render
value. I realized that students would rather have this time and more to work on their project. I
concluded that I would take away some of the interactive activities to help give more time to the
students who need it.
4.2.3 Week Three: Lesson three; Value Circle Close-Up
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In the last lesson, the “Value Circle Close-Up” project, explores shapes, line, and value.
There is a review of types of line, identifying a light source, and rendering value. The key goal
is for students to learn how to create good compositions in different ways using observation, use
of space, and how to create emphasis. Students created a well-designed composition using
overlapping close-ups of two photographs. Where the photographs intersected created a new
design. Having the student create a detailed sketch of a smaller version helped them organize
their composition and ideas. Students used drawing graphite pencils of various strengths to
render value in all of their shapes.
In the first day of Lesson Three in the Teacher-Facilitated Group I presented the project
“Value Circle Close-Up” and demonstrated the whole project step by step. All groups responded
very well to the presentation and the project criteria. I learned that handing out a paper copy of
the criteria to put in their sketchbook was a great reference. On Day Two I handed out drawing
paper and reviewed all student sketches. I found by reviewing each of the student sketches I
helped them connect their ideas with the criteria. I think that giving immediate feedback to the
student helped them feel confident in their project. On Day Three I checked on student work in
their “Value Circle Close-Up” drawings and handed back the labeling sphere work sheet. I
helped students who need it by making sure they understood the project criteria. Most students
were successful with the review and labeling sphere worksheet. Students who needed more help
with the review worksheet stayed with me in the Teacher-Facilitated Group a little longer.
Students were well on their way with their “Value Circle Close-Up” drawing. I see that giving
back work right away allows the student to make the necessary changes. On Day Four and Five I
checked on the project, “Value Circle Close-Up” drawing. I also made sure students were on task
and felt good about their design. Most students were working successfully on their “Value Circle
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Close-Up” drawing. I spent more time with students who needed extra help. One of these
students, Valerie needed more help in the area where the two designs overlapped. Valerie said
that she did not understand and had trouble seeing where the lines should go. We worked
together drawing one side at a time and it all came together. Valerie worked independently and
finished her drawing. I know now that checking on students while they are working is very
important to their success of their project. Most students finished their drawing on time and
received feedback from the line matching worksheet. I learned that having too many interactive
activities prevented the student from completing the project on time.
For the Interactive Group for this lesson on Day One, I helped students begin their
research and selection of two photographs for “Value Circle Close-Up.” The students began their
sketch for “Value Circle Close-Up” project. In this interactive activity, I recognized that students
liked to research their ideas and that giving them lots of choices is important to personalizing
their work. I found that some students need an extra push when trying to pull their ideas together.
I continually checked on all students to help them formulate their ideas. On Day Two students
labeled a sphere diagram and reviewed light and value. This activity was reviewed for the unit
assessment. I learned that most students in all three groups did this task quickly and seemed
ready for their unit test. I realized that the student who had difficulty with this activity was just
not interested in doing it, regardless of his grade. I surmised that I needed to talk one on one with
any student who did not turn in this activity. I want them to do well on the unit assessment. On
Day Three students worked on their drawing “Value Circle Close-Up” using drawing graphite
pencils in various strengths. Most students worked on their project successfully. I understood
that by reducing the amount of additional activities in the Interactive Group, students could have
more time to work on their projects and better meet their deadlines. I noticed that some students
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did not stay on task in working on their projects. I learned that for these students who went off
task a private discussion needed to be made. I encouraged them to make sure they work during
class and ask for help if needed. On Day Four, students matched images with the 13 types of
line. This is a review for the unit assessment. All students in all three groups did this review
quickly and went back to working on their project. I learned when giving students an interactive
activity to make sure the activity is simple and should take only a few minutes. On the last day
students finished work on their drawing “Value Circle Close-Up” using drawing graphite pencils
in various strengths. Most students finished their project on time and the assignments were well
done. I found that my students felt accomplished with their projects and enjoyed their process. I
realized that the there is a pattern of the same students who did not finish their projects on time
and they were a repeat of the last two assignments. I began to watch them more and suggested
they come to tutorials during the week in order to finish.
For the At-Your-Seat Group in Lesson Three students started their research and selection
of two photographs for “Value Circle Close-Up.” Then begin working on their sketch for “Value
Circle Close-Up” project. I recognized that students like to research their ideas and that giving
them lots of choices is important to personalizing their work. I realized that some students need
an extra push when trying to pull their ideas together. On Day Two students finished their
sketches and began drawing on good paper using drawing graphite pencils in various strengths. I
found that for the most part most students sketched out several ideas and did a good job in
creating a good composition for their project. I understood why some students struggled with
their sketches and that they needed to take extra time to create a good composition. I learned that
for some students building confidence is giving them extra time and for the ability for me the
teacher to listen and help in any way I can. On Day Three and Four students worked on their
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drawing “Value Circle Close-Up” using drawing graphite pencils in various strengths. Most
students worked on their project successfully. I concluded that by reducing the amount of
additional activities in the Interactive Group, students can have this time to work on their
projects. I noticed that some students did not stay on task in working on their projects. I decided
to have a private talk with each of the students who went off task. I encouraged them to make
sure they worked during class and asked for help if needed. On the last day students finished
work on their drawing “Value Circle Close-Up” using drawing graphite pencils in various
strengths. Most students finished their project on time and the assignments were well done. I
believed that my students felt accomplished with their projects and enjoyed their process. I
realized that the there is a pattern of the same students who did not finish their projects on time. I
discussed this pattern with each of the students and we agreed that they might need to come to
tutorial.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
The overall conclusion for Lesson One using centered small groups is that the TeacherFacilitated Group was my favorite time spent with students. I was able to connect with students,
work one on one with them, and make sure that all students understood the content and the
project criteria. I was able to keep on course throughout the week and for the lesson. My
students said that they liked coming to this center for the extra help. They loved the individual
attention and the majority of the students passed all projects and end of the unit assessments. I
was also able to get to know my students better because of the time spent with each one. I could
recognize early those who needed extra help and in some cases I saw that students needed to
move faster and get the next assignment earlier. I also had one student, Gerrard, who became
happy when I allowed him to incorporate his love of dinosaurs and fossils. He had such a
different approach that I would not have found out about it unless I worked closely with him. I
was able to make adjustments to the projects and allow him to have the individuality that he
needed. He so enjoyed the class and the both of us did a lot of smiling. In my TeacherFacilitated Group I was able to not only help students better understand the content, but adjust,
change and make adaptations in my teaching to suit student needs. This Teacher-Facilitated
Group seemed to make the most difference with my students. I made this group interaction fun,
interesting and engaging. We worked together to develop drawing skills and daily and weekly.
My reflections also allowed me to make the changes for the next semester because I understood
where students had trouble or became board with the activity and I made adjustments.
The Interactive Group was good with some of the activities that helped scaffold the
material but the student’s reaction to moving into a different area around the room was not well
received. It was so hard to compete with the rest of the school’s atmosphere that only wanted
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students to come into the classroom and stay seated in their seats. So, after the first week I
allowed students to do their interactive activity at their seat. This helped stop the students
becoming off task and disruptive while I was with the other groups. The students were happier
and most all of them turned in this work on time. I also cut back the amount of activities so that
more time could be spent on finishing the student projects. Students liked spending more time
accomplishing their goals on their projects and felt that because they had more time they did a
better job. Two of my students that were in Group B, Erica and Nyla, came to me and discussed
wanting more time and less extra work. Both of these students are hardworking but felt
pressured into working too fast. We talked about which activity was helpful and which ones
were not.
The At-Your-Seat Work Group is where the students liked to be the most and in the
majority of cases, the students worked well and finished their projects. I concluded that students
want to do well and receive a good grade. They want to have some freedom to work at their own
pace. The criteria for the projects gave the students the ability to work independently and seek
help when needed. These projects are created for the At-Your-Seat Group and designed to be
accomplished at the end of the week. There were no problems with this work group except for a
few students who did not finish. This is typical and the students who needed extra time received
this courtesy.
The conclusions that I made from Lesson Two was that there were too many interactive
activities and that students needed more time to work on their projects. I made this change for
the last week and there were less students who did not finish. I need to also teach different
drawing techniques, which are typically taught in higher level drawing classes, such as hatching,
cross hatching, stippling, etc., to help students enjoy rendering creating value more. This activity
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is hard for some students to be patient with and therefore giving them more options would help.
Teaching students about appropriation was the highlight for me in the Teacher- Facilitated
Group. Students were enlightened about the misuse of images. My students thought they could
use anything they wanted from the internet. I also allowed students to do the interactive activity
at their seat. There was more focus from the students and less distraction. They did however
continue to come to the Teacher-Facilitated Group. This was a positive way to start the project.
The notations that I made about Lesson Three was that the Teacher-Facilitated Group
made a big difference in students understanding the content and the project criteria. The reason
for the reflections being similar to the Interactive Group and the At-Your-Seat Group was
because I made the activity the same in order to give the student more time to finish their
projects. I limited the activities in the Interactive Group and the ones that I used were short and
sweet. Again, for the interactive activity the students did not move all around the room. This
made the students happy and they seemed to focus on their projects better.
Before I used centered small group instruction about twelve students would fail my
Visual Art I course every semester. This last semester using centered small group instruction
only three students failed. I think that the lower rate of failures is due to this type of instruction.
For my students, it was the Teacher-Facilitated Group along with the activities in the Interactive
Group that helped students understand the content and develop skill to create their At-Your-Seat
projects. It also was due to this cooperative learning that students did better.
In previous semesters before using centered small group instruction students came to
class and did the work, but I felt a disconnect with some of my students. I naturally spent time
with students who wanted my company and just quickly checked those who liked to work alone.
The Teacher-Facilitated Group allowed me to build relationships with all of my students and
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encouraged us both to get to know each other. I always spoke in a positive manner with the
students who were more hesitant and explained my passions for art and that everyone has the
potential to develop skill and be creative. The research that helped me define developing the
small group curriculum was Borůvkova and Emanovský (2016). This study had success in
student learning using a cooperative process with a Teacher-Facilitated Group and an Interactive
Group that increases participation in students especially those that tend to be isolated learners. I
know that my research has the same outcome because of the number of students who did well on
in all of the centered small groups. Students accomplished their projects while increasing their
skill level and understanding the material. They liked their projects and they also felt understood
when expressing their feelings about their work.
The most important outcome for me as a teacher was knowing that majority of my
students stayed engaged and became more confident in their artistic skills. They enjoyed their
projects and overcame their inhibitions about creating art. I learned that the Teacher-Facilitated
Group was the most important in my curriculum development and just like Peterson and Lorimer
(2012), I developed more confidence in teaching and presenting information to my students. I
felt more at ease and could change approaches geared to the different groups of students.
In the future, I will continually use the Teacher-Facilitated Group in order to work more
one on one with students. This group of ten at a time allows me to adapt to each of the groups
and their needs. I learn more about each student individually and was able on some instances to
help modify the project to suit the student’s needs. I will use interactive activities for review of
content and skill, but I will limit how many per lesson and make sure that they only take a few
minutes to do. I will also make sure that these activities can be done at the students’ seat and not
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force students to another area with movement every 20 minutes. I will also plan my curriculum
around more time for the student to be working on their project.
I would recommend for other art teachers to try this centered small group instruction,
especially incorporating a Teacher-Facilitated Group that supports the lesson and helps students
directly with content and skill. This time with students helps them feel successful with their
projects and it allowed me to get to know my students better. These groups can be changed to fit
your needs and the needs of your students and there is room for other ideas to develop depending
on those needs. I think experimenting with different ways to run a classroom and teach art need
to happen. Students are different today with various interests and skill levels, so the idea that
teaching art in a traditional classroom might need to change too. The focus is on building
confidence in students when creating art and a classroom that works for the students is most
important helping them become successful.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
Lesson Plan 1
Title: Organic vs Geometric Grades: 9-12 Designer of Lesson: Penny Colangelo
Visual Art
Unit: 3 Drawing
This unit introduces the student the art of drawing by using observational skills, elements of
design and various drawing medium.
GPS Standards or District:
VAHSVAPR.1 Uses formal qualities of art (elements and principles) to create unified
composition and communicate meaning.
VAHSVAPR.2 Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes in drawing.
VAHSVAPR.6 Keeps a visual/Verbal sketchbook journal, consistently throughout the course, to
collect, develop, and preserve ideas in order to produce works of art around themes of personal
meaning
Lesson Theme: Organic vs Geometric, explores organic and geometric shapes, line; outside line,
contour line, line quality, and value. There is a review of defining organic and geometric shapes
and the student will design a composition using an organic shape and a geometric shape.
Objectives:
- Students will create a well-designed contour image using an organic and a geometric
shape at least 3 inches long in the students’ sketch book. Each design is traced and cut
out.
- Using a full page in the sketch book the student will create an abstract by overlapping the
geometric and organic shapes to create at least six designs.
- Using colored pencils, the student will color all shapes including the new ones with warm
or cool colors.
- The student will show and render at least five values in all shapes.
Resources:
- Review guide
- Power point
Introduction/Motivation:
PowerPoint will have ideas and videos to motivate students. Teacher demonstrate how to create
their design and encourage students to be innovative. Teacher will allow for time to research on
the computers and reflect on ideas.
PowerPoint: (Provided)
Instructors Procedures:
Teacher will show PowerPoint and video with art exemplars to help the student reflect and create
a contour design using an original organic and geometric shape.
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Teacher will demonstrate formulating the ideas first, then the application of overlapping each
shape.
Teacher will help in showing how to render at least five values in all shapes.
Teacher will help students with their ideas and their drawings.
Materials and Materials Management:
- Sketchbook
- Graphite Pencil/Erasers
- Colored Pencils
Student Procedures:
- Student will reflect and research organic and geometric shapes
- Student will sketch three to four possible sketches.
- Student will sketch an organic and geometric shape.
- Student will create an abstract design their using the traced shapes.
- Students will pick cool or warm colors to color their design.
- Students will render value using colored pencils in their design.
Closure/Review:
Student will be graded upon completion.
Assessment:
Students will use rubric to make sure that the criteria have been met and will be graded
accordingly.
Assessment Questions:
How well did the student research their idea and make several sketches?
How well did the student produce the assignment following the criteria?
Were all arrangements met for students with special needs?
How well did the student handle the materials appropriately and were they able to understand
and apply the given techniques?
Assessment Instrument: Rubric
20 -17
The artwork was
Craftsmanship beautifully and
20pts
patiently done; it was
as good as hard work
could make it.

Elements and
Principles of
Design
20pts

Creativity/
Originality
20pts

16 - 13
With a little more
effort, the work could
have been
outstanding; lacks the
finishing touches.

12 - 9
The student showed
average craftsmanship;
adequate, but not as
good as it could have
been, a bit careless.

Planned carefully,
made several
sketches, and showed
an awareness of the
elements and
principles of design:
chose color scheme
carefully, used space
effectively.

The Artwork shows
that the student
applied the principles
of design while using
one or more elements
effectively: showed an
awareness of filling
the space adequately.

The student did the
assignment adequately,
yet it shows lack of
planning and little
evidence that an overall
composition was
planned.

The student explored
several choices
before selecting one;
tried unusual

The student tried a
few ideas before
selecting one; or
based his or her work

The student tried one
idea, carried it out
adequately, but lacked
originality.

8-5
The student
showed average
craftsmanship;
adequate, but
not as good as it
could have been,
a bit careless.
The assignment
was completed
and turned in,
but showed little
evidence of any
understanding of
the elements and
principles of art;
no evidence of
planning.
The student
fulfilled the
assignment, but
gave no

4 - below
The student
showed poor
craftsmanship;
evidence of
laziness or
total lack of
understanding
The student
did the
minimum or
the artwork
was never
completed.

The student
showed no
evidence of

Score
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Criteria
20pts

Effort/
Perseverance
20pts

combinations or
changes on several
ideas; made
connections to
previous knowledge;
demonstrated
outstanding problemsolving skills.
Student met all of the
criteria.

on someone else’s
idea; made decisions
after referring to one
source; solved the
problem in a logical
way.

Student did meet most
of the criteria.

Student met some of
the criteria.

The project was
continued until it was
complete as the
student could make
it; gave effort far
beyond that which
was required; took
pride in going well
beyond the
requirement.

The student worked
hard and completed
the project, but with a
little more effort it
might have been
outstanding.

The student finished the
project, but it could
have been improved
with more effort:
adequate interpretation
of the assignment.

evidence of
trying anything
unusual.

original
thought.

Student did a
very small
portion of the
criteria.
The project was
completed with
minimum effort.

Student did
not complete
the Criteria.
The student
did not finish
the work
adequately

Appendix A.1
Lesson Plan 2
Title: What do I Value?
Grades: 9-12 Designer of Lesson: Penny Colangelo
Visual Art
Unit: 3 Drawing
This unit introduces the student the art of drawing by using observational skills, elements of
design and various drawing medium.
GPS Standards or District:
VAHSVAPR.1 Uses formal qualities of art (elements and principles) to create unified
composition and communicate meaning.
VAHSVAPR.2 Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes in drawing.
VAHSVAPR.6 Keeps a visual/Verbal sketchbook journal, consistently throughout the course, to
collect, develop, and preserve ideas in order to produce works of art around themes of personal
meaning
Lesson Theme: What do I value, explores shapes, line, and value. There is a review of types of
line, identifying a light source, and rendering value. The principles of design that will be
included are unity and variety. The use of text in creating a composition is a key factor.
Objectives:
- Students will create a well-designed composition using text, at least four elements of
design. Five bonus points will be included if the student uses all seven.
- Students will use a full page in their sketchbook to create a composition that shows at
least four things the student values in her/his life.
- Students will show value and a designated light source using colored pencils.
- The student will use the principles of variety and unity to help with good composition.
Resources:
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-

Review guide
Power point

Introduction/Motivation:
PowerPoint will have ideas and videos to motivate students. Teacher demonstrate how to create
their design and encourage students to be innovative. Teacher will allow for time to research on
the computers and reflect on ideas.
PowerPoint: (Provided)
Instructors Procedures:
Teacher will show PowerPoint and video with art exemplars to help the student reflect and create
a good composition using line, value, and shape.
Teacher will demonstrate formulating the ideas first and also discuss appropriation and copyright
of images.
Teacher will help students with their ideas and their drawings.
Materials and Materials Management:
- Sketchbook
- Graphite Pencil/Erasers
- Colored Pencils
Student Procedures:
- Student will reflect and research personal values and how to translate them into drawings.
- Student will sketch three to four possible sketches and include descriptions of their
personal values.
- Student will incorporate text in their design.
- Student will create a design using a full page in their sketchbook using four personal
values, text, and incorporate at least 4 different elements of design.
- Students will show value and know where they have chosen a designated light source.
- Students will render value using colored pencils in their design.
Closure/Review:
Student will be prepared to show work to the class in a group critique and discuss their personal
values.
Assessment:
Students will use rubric to make sure that the criteria have been met and will be graded
accordingly.
Assessment Questions:
How well did the student research their idea and make several sketches?
How well did the student explore different ideas through sketches and descriptions of their
personal values?
Where all arrangements met for students with special needs?
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How well did the student handle the materials appropriately and how well were they able to
understand and apply the given techniques?
Assessment Instrument: Rubric
20 -17
The artwork was
Craftsmanship beautifully and
20pts
patiently done; it was
as good as hard work
could make it.

16 - 13
With a little more
effort, the work could
have been
outstanding; lacks the
finishing touches.

12 - 9
The student showed
average craftsmanship;
adequate, but not as
good as it could have
been, a bit careless.

Planned carefully,
made several
sketches, and showed
an awareness of the
elements and
principles of design:
chose color scheme
carefully, used space
effectively.

The Artwork shows
that the student
applied the principles
of design while using
one or more elements
effectively: showed
an awareness of
filling the space
adequately.

The student did the
assignment adequately,
yet it shows lack of
planning and little
evidence that an overall
composition was
planned.

The student explored
several choices
before selecting one;
tried unusual
combinations or
changes on several
ideas; made
connections to
previous knowledge;
demonstrated
outstanding problemsolving skills.
Student met all of the
criteria.

The student tried a
few ideas before
selecting one; or
based his or her work
on someone else’s
idea; made decisions
after referring to one
source; solved the
problem in a logical
way.

The student tried one
idea, carried it out
adequately, but lacked
originality.

Student did meet most
of the criteria.

Student met some of
the criteria.

The project was
continued until it was
complete as the
student could make
it; gave effort far
beyond that which
was required; took
pride in going well
beyond the
requirement.

The student worked
hard and completed
the project, but with a
little more effort it
might have been
outstanding.

The student finished
the project, but it could
have been improved
with more effort:
adequate interpretation
of the assignment.

Elements and
Principles of
Design
20pts

Creativity/
Originality
20pts

Criteria
20pts

Effort/
Perseverance
20pts

8–5
The student
showed average
craftsmanship;
adequate, but
not as good as it
could have been,
a bit careless.
The assignment
was completed
and turned in,
but showed little
evidence of any
understanding of
the elements and
principles of art;
no evidence of
planning.
The student
fulfilled the
assignment, but
gave no
evidence of
trying anything
unusual.

4 - below
The student
showed poor
craftsmanship;
evidence of
laziness or
total lack of
understanding
The student
did the
minimum or
the artwork
was never
completed.

Student did a
very small
portion of the
criteria.
The project was
completed with
minimum effort.

Student did
not complete
the Criteria.

The student
showed no
evidence of
original
thought.

The student
did not finish
the work
adequately

Appendix A.2
Lesson Plan 3
Title: Value Circle Close-up Grades: 9-12 Designer of Lesson: Penny Colangelo
Visual Art
Unit: 3 Drawing
This unit introduces the student the art of drawing by using observational skills, elements of
design and various drawing medium.
GPS Standards or District:

Score
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VAHSVAPR.1 Uses formal qualities of art (elements and principles) to create unified
composition and communicate meaning.
VAHSVAPR.2 Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes in drawing.
VAHSVAPR.6 Keeps a visual/Verbal sketchbook journal, consistently throughout the course, to
collect, develop, and preserve ideas in order to produce works of art around themes of personal
meaning.
Lesson Theme: The “Value Circle Closeup” project, explores shapes, line, and value. There is a
review of types of line, identifying a light source, and rendering value. The key goal is to learn
how to create good compositions in different ways using observation, use of space, and how to
create emphasis.
Objectives:
- Students will create a well-designed composition using overlapping closeups of two
photographs.
- A detailed sketch of a smaller version will help the student organize their composition
and ideas.
- Using drawing graphite pencils of various strengths will help the student render complete
value in all of their shapes.
- The student will work on good drawing paper that will help the student with their
drawing techniques.
Resources:
- Review guide
- Power point
Introduction/Motivation:
PowerPoint will have ideas and videos to motivate students. Teacher demonstrate how to create
their design and encourage students to be innovative. Teacher will allow for time to research on
the computers and reflect on ideas.
PowerPoint: (Provided)
Instructors Procedures:
Teacher will show PowerPoint and video with art exemplars to help the student reflect and create
a good composition using line, value, and shape.
Teacher will demonstrate formulating the ideas first and also discuss appropriation and copyright
of images.
Teacher will help students with their ideas and their drawings.
Materials and Materials Management:
- Sketchbook
- Pencil/Erasers
- Graphite drawing pencils
Student Procedures:
- Student will choose to photographs of objects you like, put them both on one word doc
and print.
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-

-

Student will pin point an area of focus that you will replicate in both photos. It will be a
close up within the photo.
Student will create a sketch with two circles and draw the close ups of each photo within
the circles. Where the circles intersect you will combine your drawings to create
something new.
The student will use a large paper plate and overlap two circles onto good drawing paper
of 11x14..
The student will redraw their design from the sketch into the two large circles.
Student will shade each shape using value from light to dark.
Students will show value and know where they have chosen a designated light source.
Students will render value using various graphite drawing pencils.

Closure/Review:
Student will be prepared to show work to the class in a group critique and discuss their personal
values.
Assessment:
Students will use rubric to make sure that the criteria have been met and will be graded
accordingly.
Assessment Questions:
How well did the student research their idea and make several sketches?
How well did the student produce the assignment following the criteria?
Were all arrangements met for students with special needs?
How well did the student handle the materials appropriately and were they able to understand
and apply the given techniques?
Assessment Instrument: Rubric
20 -17
The artwork was
Craftsmanship beautifully and
20pts
patiently done; it was
as good as hard work
could make it.

Elements and
Principles of
Design
20pts

Creativity/
Originality
20pts

16 - 13
With a little more
effort, the work could
have been
outstanding; lacks the
finishing touches.

12 - 9
The student showed
average craftsmanship;
adequate, but not as
good as it could have
been, a bit careless.

Planned carefully,
made several
sketches, and showed
an awareness of the
elements and
principles of design:
chose color scheme
carefully, used space
effectively.

The Artwork shows
that the student
applied the principles
of design while using
one or more elements
effectively: showed an
awareness of filling
the space adequately.

The student did the
assignment adequately,
yet it shows lack of
planning and little
evidence that an overall
composition was
planned.

The student explored
several choices
before selecting one;
tried unusual
combinations or
changes on several
ideas; made
connections to
previous knowledge;
demonstrated

The student tried a
few ideas before
selecting one; or
based his or her work
on someone else’s
idea; made decisions
after referring to one
source; solved the
problem in a logical
way.

The student tried one
idea, carried it out
adequately, but lacked
originality.

8–5
The student
showed average
craftsmanship;
adequate, but
not as good as it
could have been,
a bit careless.
The assignment
was completed
and turned in,
but showed little
evidence of any
understanding of
the elements and
principles of art;
no evidence of
planning.
The student
fulfilled the
assignment, but
gave no
evidence of
trying anything
unusual.

4 - below
The student
showed poor
craftsmanship;
evidence of
laziness or
total lack of
understanding
The student
did the
minimum or
the artwork
was never
completed.

The student
showed no
evidence of
original
thought.

Score
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Criteria
20pts

Effort/
Perseverance
20pts

outstanding problemsolving skills.
Student met all of the
criteria.

The project was
continued until it was
complete as the
student could make
it; gave effort far
beyond that which
was required; took
pride in going well
beyond the
requirement.

Student did meet most
of the criteria.

Student met some of
the criteria.

The student worked
hard and completed
the project, but with a
little more effort it
might have been
outstanding.

The student finished the
project, but it could
have been improved
with more effort:
adequate interpretation
of the assignment.

Student did a
very small
portion of the
criteria.
The project was
completed with
minimum effort.

Student did
not complete
the Criteria.
The student
did not finish
the work
adequately

Appendix B
Small Groups: Lesson 1 Organic vs Geometric

Teacher Facilitated Group

STUDENT GROUPS
At Your Seat Work

Group A
Present 13 types of line in
a review guide with
definitions and examples.
Present organic vs
geometric project.

Group B
Drawing organic
and geometric
shapes in
sketchbook.

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
A review activity of
defining and drawing
a geometric and
organic shape.

Group B
Present 13 types of line in
a review guide with
definitions and examples.
Present organic vs
geometric project.

Group C
Drawing organic
and geometric
shapes in
sketchbook.

Group A
A review activity of
defining and drawing
a geometric and
organic shape.

Group C
Present 13 types of line in
a review guide with
definitions and examples.
Present organic vs
geometric project.

Group A
Drawing organic
and geometric
shapes in
sketchbook.

Group B
A review activity of
defining and drawing
a geometric and
organic shape.

Teacher Facilitated
Group

At Your Seat Work

Interactive Practice
(Games)

Group A
Define contour line
and using an empty

Group B
Students will begin
creating their

Group C
Students will follow
directions tracing

LEARNING STATIONS/Communities
Monday
Teacher Facilitated group pass out review
guide and make sure all students have
completed and turned in. I will also go over
the project Organic vs Geometric.
Interactive Group will read instructions by
defining and drawing in sketchbook organic
and geometric shapes.
At Your Seat Group will create and draw a 3inch organic and geometric shape for their
design.
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Tuesday
Teacher Facilitated group will demonstrate and
help students draw a contour and blind contour
bottle drawing.
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bottle, I will
demonstrate how to
draw a contour
bottle drawing and a
blind contour
drawing

abstract design by
overlapping their
organic and
geometric shapes at
least six times for
each shape.

and cutting out their
organic and
geometric shape.

Group B
Define contour line
and using an empty
bottle, I will
demonstrate how to
draw a contour
bottle drawing and a
blind contour
drawing

Group C
Students will begin
creating their
abstract design by
overlapping their
organic and
geometric shapes at
least six times for
each shape.

Group A
Students will follow
directions tracing
and cutting out their
organic and
geometric shape.

Group C
Define contour line
and using an empty
bottle, I will
demonstrate how to
draw a contour
bottle drawing and a
blind contour
drawing

Group A
Students will begin
creating their
abstract design by
overlapping their
organic and
geometric shapes at
least six times for
each shape.

Group B
Students will follow
directions tracing
and cutting out their
organic and
geometric shape.

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Demonstrate how to
render value in each
shape of the
student’s abstract
design.

At Your Seat Work
Group B
Students will begin
rendering value using
color pencil in their
abstract design.
Colors used can be
either warm or cool.
Group C
Students will begin
rendering value using
color pencil in their
abstract design.
Colors used can be
either warm or cool.

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Students follow
directions in
practicing drawing
outlines, contour
lines and lines using
line quality
Group A
Students follow
directions in
practicing drawing
outlines, contour
lines and lines using
line quality

Group A
Students will begin
rendering value using
color pencil in their
abstract design.
Colors used can be
either warm or cool.

Group B
Students follow
directions in
practicing drawing
outlines, contour
lines and lines using
line quality

Group B
Demonstrate how to
render value in each
shape of the
student’s abstract
design.

Group C
Demonstrate how to
render value in each
shape of the
student’s abstract
design.

Interactive Group will read instructions trace and
cut out their organic and geometric shapes.
At Your Seat Group will an abstract design by
overlapping their organic and geometric shapes at
least six times each.
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Wednesday
Teacher Facilitated group will demonstrate and
help render value in their abstract design.
Interactive Group will read instructions practicing
drawing outlines, contour lines and lines using line
quality
At Your Seat Group will begin rendering value
using color pencil in their abstract design. Colors
used can be either warm or cool.
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Teacher Facilitated
Group

At Your Seat Work

Interactive Practice
(Games)

Thursday
Teacher Facilitated group will review 13 types of
line and cut, paste, label into sketchbook.

Group A
Review and show
how to cut, paste,
and label their line
foldables for 13
types of line. This will
help students
recognize each type
of line.

Group B
Students will work on
their abstract design
using colored pencils.

Group C
Students will follow
directions and draw
3 different shapes
and render value
using the side of
their pencil.

Interactive Group will read instructions draw
different shapes and render value using the side of
their pencil.

Group B
Review and show
how to cut, paste,
and label their line
foldables for 13
types of line. This will
help students
recognize each type
of line.

Group C
Students will work on
their abstract design
using colored pencils.

Group A
Students will follow
directions and draw
3 different shapes
and render value
using the side of
their pencil.

Group C
Review and show
how to cut, paste,
and label their line
foldables for 13
types of line. This will
help students
recognize each type
of line.

Group A
Students will work on
their abstract design
using colored pencils.

Group B
Students will follow
directions and draw
3 different shapes
and render value
using the side of
their pencil.

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Finish cutting,
pasting, and labeling
their foldables of
images of 13 types of
line.
Group B
Finish cutting,
pasting, and labeling
their foldables of
images of 13 types of
line.
Group C

At Your Seat Work
Group B
Students will finish
work on their
abstract design using
colored pencils.

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Students will finish
work on their
abstract design using
colored pencils.

Group C
Students will finish
work on their
abstract design using
colored pencils.

Group A
Students will finish
work on their
abstract design using
colored pencils.

Group A

Group B

At Your Seat Group will work on their abstract
design using colored pencils.
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Friday
Teacher Facilitated group will help student finish
with the line foldable exercise.
Interactive Group will finish work on their abstract
design using colored pencils.
At Your Seat Group will finish work on their
abstract design using colored pencils.
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Finish cutting,
Students will finish
Students will finish
Cooperative Learning (M9-CL)
pasting, and labeling
work on their
work on their
their foldables of
abstract design using abstract design using
images of 13 types of
colored pencils.
colored pencils.
line.
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Appendix B.1
Small Groups: Lesson 2 What do You Value?

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Present value review
guide with definitions
and applications.
Present new project,
what do you value?

STUDENT GROUPS
At Your Seat Work
Group B
Begin research on 4
personal values, what
means the most to
you.

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Complete a practice
work sheet shading
value.

Interactive Group will complete a practice value
work sheet.

Group B
Present value review
guide with definitions
and applications.
Present new project,
what do you value?

Group C
Begin research on 4
personal values, what
means the most to
you.

Group A
Complete a practice
work sheet shading
value.

Group C
Present value review
guide with definitions
and applications.
Present new project,
what do you value?

Group A
Begin research on 4
personal values, what
means the most to
you.

Group B
Complete a practice
work sheet shading
value.

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Using a KWL Chart,
go over appropriation
of images and copy
right. Help students
develop their own
ideas and sketches.

At Your Seat Work

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Students will work
together to check and
complete their value
review guide and turn
in.

Group B
Students will develop
several sketches
before choosing their
design. Students will
work on their “what
do you value?’”
project using color

LEARNING STATIONS/Communities
Monday
Teacher Facilitated pass out review guide and
make sure all students have completed and
understand concept. Present new project, what
do you Value?

At Your Seat Group will begin researching their
4 personal values.
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Tuesday
Teacher Facilitated group will use a KWL Chart
to go over appropriation of images and copy
right. Help students develop their own ideas and
sketches
Interactive Group will work together and
complete their review guide and turn in.
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pencils to render
value.
Group B
Using a KWL Chart,
go over appropriation
of images and copy
right. Help students
develop their own
ideas and sketches.

Group C
Students will develop
several sketches
before choosing their
design. Students will
work on their “what
do you value?’”
project using color
pencils to render
value.

Group A
Students will work
together to check and
complete their value
review guide and turn
in.

Group C
Using a KWL Chart,
go over appropriation
of images and copy
right. Help students
develop their own
ideas and sketches.

Group A
Students will develop
several sketches
before choosing their
design. Students will
work on their “what
do you value?’”
project using color
pencils to render
value.

Group B
Students will work
together to check and
complete their value
review guide and turn
in.

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Review project
criteria and check
student work.
Review sphere
labeling and
demonstrate again
how to render value.

At Your Seat Work

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Students will draw a
sphere in their
sketchbook, label it
like the diagram in
review guide. They
will show a
designated light
source and render the
sphere with value.
Group A
Students will draw a
sphere in their
sketchbook, label it
like the diagram in
review guide. They
will show a
designated light
source and render the
sphere with value.

Group B
Review project
criteria and check
student work.
Review sphere
labeling and
demonstrate again
how to render value.

Group C
Review project
criteria and check
student work.
Review sphere
labeling and
demonstrate again
how to render value.

Group B
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group C
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group A
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group B
Students will draw a
sphere in their
sketchbook, label it
like the diagram in
review guide. They
will show a
designated light

At Your Seat Group will develop several sketches
using the criteria given. Students will create a
design and using colored pencils develop a light
source and render each object with value.
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Wednesday
Teacher Facilitated group will review project
criteria and check student work. Review sphere
labeling and demonstrate again how to render
value.
Interactive Group will draw a sphere in their
sketchbook, label it like the diagram in review
guide. They will show a designated light source
and render the sphere with value.
At Your Seat Group will work on their “what do
you value?’” project using color pencils to render
value.
Marzano 9
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source and render the
sphere with value.

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Check interactive
work and make sure
all students
understand how to
render value. Check
on project, “What do
you value?” Make
sure students are on
task and feel good
about their design.

At Your Seat Work
Group B
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Students will draw
their favorite object
in their sketchbook,
label it like the
diagram in review
guide. They will
show a designated
light source and
render the sphere
with value.

Group B
Check interactive
work and make sure
all students
understand how to
render value. Check
on project, “What do
you value?” Make
sure students are on
task and feel good
about their design.

Group C
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group A
Students will draw
their favorite object
in their sketchbook,
label it like the
diagram in review
guide. They will
show a designated
light source and
render the sphere
with value.

Group C
Check interactive
work and make sure
all students
understand how to
render value. Check
on project, “What do
you value?” Make
sure students are on
task and feel good
about their design.

Group A
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group B
Students will draw
their favorite object
in their sketchbook,
label it like the
diagram in review
guide. They will
show a designated
light source and
render the sphere
with value.

Teacher Facilitated
Group

At Your Seat Work

Interactive Practice
(Games)

Group A
Check on project,
“What do you
value?” Make sure
students are on task
and feel good about
their design.

Group B
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group C
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group B
Check on project,
“What do you

Group C
Students will work
on their “what do you

Group A
Students will work
on their “what do you

Thursday
Teacher Facilitated group will check interactive
work and make sure all students understand how
to render value. Check on project, “What do you
value?” Make sure students are on task and feel
good about their design.
Interactive Group will draw their favorite object
in their sketchbook, label it like the diagram in
review guide. They will show a designated light
source and render the sphere with value.
At Your Seat Group will work on their “what do
you value?’” project using color pencils to render
value
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Friday
Teacher Facilitated group will check on project,
“What do you value?” Make sure students are
on task and feel good about their design
Interactive Group will work on their “what do
you value?’” project using color pencils to render
value
At Your Seat Group will work on their “what do
you value?’” project using color pencils to render
value
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value?” Make sure
students are on task
and feel good about
their design.

value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group C
Check on project,
“What do you
value?” Make sure
students are on task
and feel good about
their design.

Group A
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Group B
Students will work
on their “what do you
value?’” project
using color pencils to
render value.

Marzano 9 - Instructional Strategies
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Appendix B.2
Small Groups Lesson: 3 Value Circle Close Up

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Present the project
“Value Circle Close
up.” Demonstrate the
whole project step by
step.

Group B
Present the project
“Value Circle Close
up.” Demonstrate the
whole project step by
step.

Group C
Present value review
guide with definitions
and applications.
Present new project,
what do you value?

STUDENT GROUPS
At Your Seat Work
Group B
Begin research and
selection of two
photographs for
“Value Circle Close
Up.” Begin Sketch
for “Value Circle
Close Up” project.
Group C
Begin research and
selection of two
photographs for
“Value Circle Close
Up.” Begin Sketch
for “Value Circle
Close Up” project.
Group A
Begin research and
selection of two
photographs for
“Value Circle Close
Up.” Begin Sketch
for “Value Circle
Close Up” project.

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Begin research and
section of two
photographs for
“Value Circle Close
Up.” Begin Sketch
for “Value Circle
Close Up” project.
Group A
Begin research and
section of two
photographs for
“Value Circle Close
Up.” Begin Sketch
for “Value Circle
Close Up” project.
Group B
Begin research and
section of two
photographs for
“Value Circle Close
Up.” Begin Sketch
for “Value Circle
Close Up” project.

LEARNING STATIONS/Communities
Monday
Teacher Facilitated present the project “Value
Circle Close up.” Demonstrate the whole project
step by step.
Interactive Group will begin research and
selection of two photographs for “Value Circle
Close Up.” Begin Sketch for “Value Circle Close
Up” project.
At Your Seat Group will begin research and
section of two photographs for “Value Circle
Close Up.” Begin Sketch for “Value Circle Close
Up” project.
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Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Hand out drawing
paper review all
student sketches.

At Your Seat Work
Group B
Students will finish
their sketches and
begin their drawing
on good paper using
drawing graphite
pencils in various
strengths.

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Students will label a
sphere diagram and
review light and
value. This activity
will be review for the
unit assessment.

Group B
Hand out drawing
paper review all
student sketches.

Group C
Students will finish
their sketches and
begin their drawing
on good paper using
drawing graphite
pencils in various
strengths.

Group A
Students will label a
sphere diagram and
review light and
value. This activity
will be review for the
unit assessment.

Group C
Hand out drawing
paper review all
student sketches.

Group A
Students will finish
their sketches and
begin their drawing
on good paper using
drawing graphite
pencils in various
strengths.

Group B
Students will label a
sphere diagram and
review light and
value. This activity
will be review for the
unit assessment.

Teacher Facilitated
Group

At Your Seat Work

Interactive Practice
(Games)

Group A
Check on student
work in their “Value
Circle Close Up
Drawings. Hand
back labeling sphere
work sheet and help
students who need it.

Group B
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close
Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Group C
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close
Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Group B

Group C
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close
Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Group A
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close
Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Group A
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close

Group B
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close

Check on student
work in their “Value
Circle Close Up
Drawings. Hand
back labeling sphere
work sheet and help
students who need it.

Group C
Check on student
work in their “Value
Circle Close Up

Tuesday
Teacher Facilitated group will hand out drawing
paper review all student sketches.
Interactive Group will label a sphere diagram and
review light and value. This activity will be review
for the unit assessment.
At Your Seat Group will develop several sketches
using the criteria given. Students will create a
design and using colored pencils develop a light
source and render each object with value.
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Wednesday
Teacher Facilitated group will check on student
work in their “Value Circle Close Up Drawings.
Hand back labeling sphere work sheet and help
students who need it.

Interactive Group will finish work on their
drawing “Value Circle Close Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in various strengths.
At Your Seat Group will finish work on their
drawing “Value Circle Close Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in various strengths.
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Drawings. Hand
back labeling sphere
work sheet and help
students who need it.

Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Check on project,
“Value Circle Close
up” drawing. Make
sure students are on
task and feel good
about their design.

At Your Seat Work

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Students will match
images with the 13
types of line. This is
a review for the unit
assessment.

Thursday
Teacher Facilitated group will check on project,
“Value Circle Close up” drawing. Make sure
students are on task and feel good about their
design.

Group B
Check on project,
“Value Circle Close
up” drawing. Make
sure students are on
task and feel good
about their design.

Group C
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close
Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Students will match
images with the 13
types of line. This is
a review for the unit
assessment.

At Your Seat Group will finish work on their
drawing “Value Circle Close Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in various strengths.

Group C
. Check on project,
“Value Circle Close
up” drawing. Make
sure students are on
task and feel good
about their design.

Group A
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close
Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Group B
Students will match
images with the 13
types of line. This is
a review for the unit
assessment.

Teacher Facilitated
Group
Group A
Check on project,
“Value Circle Close
up” drawing. Make
sure students are on
task and feel good
about their design.
Hand back line
matching work sheet
and help students
who need it.

At Your Seat Work
Group B
Students will finish
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”
using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Interactive Practice
(Games)
Group C
Students will finish
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”
using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Group B
Check on project,
“Value Circle Close
up” drawing. Make
sure students are on

Group C
Students will finish
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”

Group A
Students will finish
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”

Group B
Students will work
on their drawing
“Value Circle Close
Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Interactive Group will match images with the 13
types of line. This is a review for the unit
assessment.
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Friday
Teacher Facilitated group will check on project,
“Value Circle Close up” drawing. Make sure
students are on task and feel good about their
design. Hand back line matching work sheet and
help students who need it.

Interactive Group will finish work on their
drawing “Value Circle Close Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in various strengths.
At Your Seat Group will finish work on their
drawing “Value Circle Close Up” using drawing
graphite pencils in various strengths.
Marzano 9
Identifying Similarities and Differences (M9-SD)
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task and feel good
about their design.
Hand back line
matching work sheet
and help students
who need it.

using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Group C
Check on project,
“Value Circle Close
up” drawing. Make
sure students are on
task and feel good
about their design.
Hand back line
matching work sheet
and help students
who need it.

Group A
Students will finish
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”
using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Group B
Students will finish
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”
using drawing
graphite pencils in
various strengths.

Marzano 9 - Instructional Strategies
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Appendix C
Overview/Reflections: Lesson 1 Organic vs Geometric
Teacher
Facilitated
Group Activity

Group 1
Highlights

Monday
I will Present 13
types of line in a
review guide
with definitions
and examples
Present the
project Organic
vs Geometric.

Tuesday
I will Define
contour line and
using an empty
bottle, I will
demonstrate how
to draw a contour
bottle drawing
and a blind
contour drawing

Wednesday
I will
demonstrate how
to render value
in each shape of
the student’s
abstract design.

Thursday
I will review
and show how
to cut, paste,
and label their
line foldables
for 13 types of
line. This will
help students
recognize each
type of line.

Friday
I will help
students finish
cutting, pasting,
and labeling their
foldables of
images of 13 types
of line.

Students are very
receptive to the
review guide and
use it for
reference.

Students varied on
ability but
understood the
concept. I love this
activity, I think it
has merit for
understanding
contour line and is
a good intro to
their project.

Students
understood the
concept and
proceeded to work
on examples.
This is a good
way for students
to connect with
the process of
drawing.

Students liked
this activity
which hopefully
will be a great
reference for the
unit test in
recognizing the
13 types of line.

Students could see
the benefit of the
activity and felt the
need to practice
once they were
finished. I like the
idea of having an
activity that is
simple maybe even
elementary in its
process because I
think it will lead to
the visual
understanding of
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Struggles

Students had no
struggles and
finished the
review guide at
the end of class

Adaptations

For this group,
there would be
no need for any
adaptations.

The struggle was
drawing the blind
contour. This helps
the student
understand that
drawing needs
practice for
proficiency.
I would not change
this activity. It is
important that the
student struggles
and learns by
exploration.

Group 2
Highlights

Students are very
receptive to the
review guide and
use it for
reference.

Concept was
understood and
different students
showed various
skill and ability.

Struggles

Students took
longer to finish
the review guide.

Adaptations

No adaptations
necessary.

Again, the
struggle was in
drawing the blind
contour bottle.
No adaptations.

Group 3
Highlights

Students are very
receptive to the
review guide but
had difficulty with
some of the terms
in understanding.

Again, there
were a variety of
skill levels.

Struggles

Students had many
struggles in
completing the
review guide.
The adaptation I
would make would
be to begin with
this group first or
mix group 1 and 2
together. Students
would help each
other.

Repeatedly the
struggle was
drawing the blind
contour bottle.
No changes.

Adaptations

The struggles
students had in
this group was the
time it takes to
render complete
value.

The activity took
longer than
expected.

the different types
of line.
The activity took
longer than
expected.

No need to change
the instruction,
maybe show more
examples.

Have more of the
activity cut out
for the students.
This would give
more time to
paste and label.

Have more of the
activity cut out for
the students. This
would give more
time to paste and
label.

The concept was
understood, but
students wanted to
fast track by
smudging the
values with their
fingers instead of
using the side of
the pencil.
Taking the time to
render properly.

Students liked this
activity which
hopefully will be
a great reference
for the unit test in
recognizing the 13
types of line.

Students could
see the benefit of
the activity and
felt the need to
practice once
they were
finished.

The activity took
longer than
expected.

The activity took
longer than
expected.

Show a video of
3D rendering.

Have more of the
activity cut out for
the students. This
would give more
time to paste and
label.

Have more of
the activity cut
out for the
students. This
would give more
time to paste and
label.

The concept was
understood, but
students wanted to
fast track by
smudging the
values with their
fingers instead of
using the side of
the pencil.
Taking the time to
render properly.

Students liked
this activity
which hopefully
will be a great
reference for the
unit test in
recognizing the
13 types of line.

Students could
see the benefit of
the activity and
felt the need to
practice once
they were
finished.

The activity took
longer than
expected.

The activity took
longer than
expected.

Show a video of
3D rendering.

Have more of the
activity cut out
for the students.
This would give
more time to
paste and label.

Have more of the
activity cut out
for the students.
This would give
more time to
paste and label.
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Overall
Conclusions
Highlights

The review guide
is always a great
help in introducing
a new unit. Group
1and 2 students use
this tool when
working through
the whole project.

Struggles

The third group
students need extra
time and additional
help. I think I will
have them go first
with some
activities.

Adaptations

The third group
students need extra
time and additional
help. I think I will
have them go first
with some
activities.

Interactive
Activity

A review activity
of defining and
drawing a
geometric and
organic shape.

Group 1
Highlights

This was a fast
activity that all
students did with
ease.

Struggles

Students did not
want to move into
the area designated
for this activity.
They took the
activity to their
seats.
Create the activity
for them to work

Adaptations

The most
interesting part of
this activity was
the total
engagement of
all students.
Even though
there was
difficulty,
students worked
hard at doing
their best.
The blind
contour overall
was the most
difficult, but the
student
understood that
trusting what you
see and the
physical drawing
correlates to
practice and
training.
I would not
change this
activity. It is
important that the
student struggles
and learns
technique.

Understanding the
concept of
rendering value.

Students liked the
activity and
stayed engaged.

Students liked the
activity and
stayed engaged.

I learned that
students would
rather use their
fingers to
accomplish their
goal instead of
using the side of
their pencil.
Staying motivated
in the activity.

The activity took
longer than
expected. This
lead to more
socialization and
less work.

The activity took
longer than
expected. This
lead to more
socialization and
less work.

I will show more
examples of
rendering value
and videos of
artists creating
value.

Have more of the
activity cut out
for the students.
This would give
more time to
paste and label. I
will prepare the
activity better to
cut down on the
time spent.

Have more of the
activity cut out
for the students.
This would give
more time to
paste and label.

Students will
follow directions
tracing and
cutting out their
organic and
geometric
shape.

Students follow
directions in
practicing
drawing outlines,
contour lines and
lines using line
quality

Students will
finish work on
their abstract
design using
colored pencils.

This preparation
for the main
project was a
success and
moved students
in the right
direction.
Moving students
to the interactive
groups and
changing groups.

Students who did
this activity did it
well

Students will
follow directions
and draw 3
different shapes
and render
value using the
side of their
pencil.
Students who did
this activity did it
well

Many students did
not do this activity.

Many students
did not do this
activity.

No struggles

Put the activity in
an area where

Some students not
staying focused or

Change this
activity, maybe
too repetitive.

Students are more
productive when
they are allowed

This helped
students finish
their project by
giving them more
time.
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together in the
designated area.
Group 2
Highlights

Struggles

Adaptations

All students
recalled the
information and
had success with
this activity
Students did not
want to move into
the designated
area to complete
the activity. Took
activity back to
their seats.
Create the activity
for them to work
together in the
designated area.

they have to
stand.

not finishing the
activity.

to stay at their
seat.

All students did
the activity.

Students who did
this activity did it
well

Students who did
this activity did it
well

Moving students
to the interactive
groups and
changing groups.

Many students
did not do this
activity.

Many students
did not do this
activity.

Put the activity in
an area where
they have to
stand.

Change this
activity, maybe
too repetitive.

Change this
activity, maybe
too repetitive.

Students who did
this activity did it
well. I need to
work on getting all
students to
complete all
activities.
Many students did
not do this
activity.

This helped
students finish
their project by
giving them more
time.
No struggles.

Students are more
productive when
they are allowed
to stay at their
seat.

Group 3
Highlights

All students
showed success
with this activity

All students did
the activity.

Students who did
this activity did it
well

Struggles

Students would
refuse to work
independently.

Moving students
to the interactive
groups and
changing groups.

Many students did
not do this
activity.

Adaptations

Create the activity
for them to work
together in the
designated area.

Put the activity in
an area where
they have to
stand.

I would change
this activity,
maybe too
repetitive.

Change this
activity, maybe too
repetitive.

Good activity.
Students liked the
review. I learned
that students like
the information and
criteria up front.
They can work at
their own pace.
Moving to the
designated area. I
am not liking the
fact that I have to
redirect students
constantly during
the time I am
spending with
other students.

All students did
the activity.

No highlights.

No highlights.

Students liked
when they were
given more time
to do the
project.

Students do not
want to move into
a centered group.

Students do not
want to move into
a centered group.
Many students did
not do this
activity.

Too many students
did not do this
activity.

There were no
struggles with
this work.

Overall
Conclusions
Highlights

Struggles

This helped
students finish
their project by
giving them
more time.

Some students
did not finish
their projects
and need more
time.
Plan for less
interactive
activities and
more time to
work on the
project.
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Adaptations

Make the activity
more group
orientated.

Make the activity
more mobile,
easier access or a
mandate group
activity.

I would change
this activity. Too
repetitive with the
current project.

I would change
this activity. Too
repetitive with the
current project.

I will allow
more interactive
activities be
form project
work time.

At Your Seat
Group Activity

Drawing organic
and geometric
shapes in
sketchbook.

Students will
begin rendering
value using color
pencil in their
abstract design.
Colors used can
be either warm
or cool

Students will
work on their
abstract design
using colored
pencils.

Students will
finish work on
their abstract
design using
colored pencils.

Group 1
Highlights

Easy activity and
step one for the
criteria for the
“Organic vs
Geometric”
Project. All
Students moved to
Day 2 by
beginning to create
their design.

Students will
begin creating
their abstract
design by
overlapping
their organic
and geometric
shapes at least
six times for
each shape
These students
are well on their
way and most
finished this task
quickly.

Group 1 students
understood the
content and I
helped them
pretend to have a
light source
coming from a
predesignated
place on their
paper.

Students like to
use color and
found many ways
to combine their
color
combinations. I
will continue to
talk about value
and color
combinations.

Struggles

No struggles were
with this group.
They are task
oriented and able
to move through
the task with ease
and started on Day
2’s work.

No struggles, the
activity was
understood and
completed within
the first day’s
class time.

I learned that not
all students could
tell me the
difference between
warm and cool
colors and which
colors they
include.

Adaptations

I would combine
Day 1 and Day 2’s
activity.

I would combine
Day 1 and Day
2’s activity.

The struggle that I
learned from this
group was helping
the develop
patience in
rendering value. I
will help them try
and enjoy the
process of doing it
and not worry
about how fast
they need to be.
I learned that not
all students are
interested in
taking the time to
show value and
when asked to
work on their
projects more they
were reluctant.

I learned that
about 80% of
the students
finished this
project and were
ready to move
onto the next.
All of the
students in
group 1
finished.
I learned that
there were no
struggles for
finishing the
project on time
and in some
cases students
were ready to
begin the next
project.

I will discuss
further the use of
color. How
emotions between
cool and warm
color combinations
make you feel.

I learned to have
the next project
ready for those
who need to
move ahead.

Group 2
Highlights

Easy activity and
step one for the
criteria for the
“Organic vs
Geometric”
Project. Most
Students moved
to Day 2 by
beginning to
create their
design.
No struggles here
with this group,

I learned that these
students are well on
their way and most
finished this task
quickly.

I learned that
most of my
students enjoyed
working on this
part of the
project.

Students like to use
color and found
many ways to
combine their color
combinations. I
will continue to
talk about value
and color
combinations.

I learned that
about 80% of the
students finished
this project and
were ready to
move onto the
next. Some of
the students in
group 2 did not
finish.

The activity was
understood and

I need to be
able to reach out

I learned that not
all students could

I learned that
there were some

Struggles
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most to all
completed and
several went on to
Day 2’s activity,
following the
criteria.

Adaptations

I would combine
Day 1 and Day
2’s activity.

Group 3
Highlights

Easy activity and
step one for the
criteria for the
“Organic vs
Geometric”
Project. Most
Students moved
to Day 2 by
beginning to
create their
design.
No struggles here
with this group,
most to all
completed and
several went on
to Day 2’s
activity,
following the
criteria.

Struggles

Adaptations

Overall
Conclusions
Highlights

I would combine
Day 1 and Day
2’s activity.

This activity in
most cases moved

completed within
the first day’s class
time. Students had
a hard time
overlapping their
shapes of the page
and filling the page.
I learned that these
students needed
extra help in
understanding the
project.
I will spend more
time checking
progress and
making sure all
students carryout
the directions
completely.

to others who
need more help.

tell me the
difference between
warm and cool
colors and which
coolers they
include.

struggles for
finishing the
project on time
and that these
were students
who were absent
or not in class.

I need to help
students stay
focused more by
giving them
more examples
about rendering
value.

I learned that not
all students could
tell me the
difference between
warm and cool
colors and which
colors they include.

I learned to
provide extra
help either after
school or allow
students to finish
up at home and
bring in the
following
Monday.

These students are
well on their way
and most finished
this task quickly.

I learned that
most of my
students enjoyed
working on this
part of the
project.

Students like to use
color and found
many ways to
combine their color
combinations. I
will continue to
talk about value
and color
combinations.

The activity was
understood and
completed within
the first day’s class
time. Students had
a hard time
overlapping their
shapes of the page
and filling the
page. I learned that
these students
needed extra help
in understanding
the project.
I will spend more
time checking
progress and
making sure all
students carryout
the directions
completely.

I need to be able
to reach out to
others who need
more help.

I learned that not
all students could
tell me the
difference between
warm and cool
colors and which
coolers they
include.

I learned that
about 80% of
the students
finished this
project and were
ready to move
onto the next.
Some of the
students in
group 3 did not
finish.
I learned that
there were some
struggles for
finishing the
project on time
and that these
were students
who were absent
or not in class.

I need to help
students stay
focused more by
giving them
more examples
about rendering
value.

I learned that not
all students could
tell me the
difference between
warm and cool
colors and which
colors they include.

I learned to
provide extra
help either after
school or allow
students to
finish up at
home and bring
in the following
Monday.

This project was
completed by most

I learned that not
all students are

Most students
acknowledged the

I learned that
about 80% of
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Struggles

Adaptations

students quickly
into their project.
It also worked
well with the
other activities
and engaged
students in the
project.
No struggles.
Most students
completed Day 1
and Day 2’s
activity.

students in the first
day. Giving them
the criteria in
advance when
reviewing the
project allows for
students to work at
their own pace.
Some students had
a hard time
creating their
design off the page.
I would review
good composition
techniques and
positive and
negative space.

I would combine
Day 1 and Day
2’s activity for al
students.

I will combine
these two days next
time and make sure
that students can
continue to work at
their own pace. I
will also add a
review of
composition and
how to deal with
positive and
negative space.

interested in
taking the time to
show value and
when asked to
work on their
projects more
they were
reluctant.
I need to help
students slow
down and
understand the
process of
drawing and that
anyone one can
learn how to
draw and render
value.
I will show more
examples and
work with each
student more on
a one on one
basis.

concept of warm
and cool colors. I
would maybe have
the student list the
colors in their
choice of warm or
cool in their
sketchbook.
I learned that
because some
students did not
know about warm
or cool colors, that
their exposure to
art was limited in
the lower grades of
middle school and
elementary school.
I learned that there
needed to be more
of a quick review
on the color wheel
and what colors are
included in warm
colors and cool
colors.

the students
finished this
project and were
ready to move
onto the next.

I learned that
there were some
struggles for
finishing the
project on time
and that these
were students
who were absent
or not in class.
I learned to
provide extra
help either after
school or allow
students to
finish up at
home and bring
in the following
Monday.

Appendix C.1
Overview/Reflections: Lesson 2 What do you value?
Teacher
Facilitated
Group Activity

Group 1
Highlights

Monday
Present value
review guide
with definitions
and
applications.
Present new
project, what do
you value?

Tuesday
Using a KWL Chart, go
over appropriation of
images and copy right.
Help students develop
their own ideas and
sketches.

Wednesday
Review project
criteria and
check student
work. Review
sphere labeling
and
demonstrate
again how to
render value.

Thursday
Check
interactive
work and make
sure all
students
understand
how to render
value. Check
on project,
“What do you
value?” Make
sure students
are on task and
feel good about
their design.

Friday
Check on
project,
“What do
you value?”
Make sure
students are
on task and
feel good
about their
design.

The review guide
is always a good
intro to the new
lesson and helps
students
understand the
current project.

This was a great mini
lesson which I learned
that the students were not
aware of the legalities
borrowing/appropriation
of images. Great

I reviewed the
project “What do
you value?”
criteria and
helped each
student
individual. This

Great time
spent. Learned
from my
students what
they value most
and how the
created their

I learned that
group 1
students all
will finish
their project
on time.
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Struggles

Adaptations

Group 2
Highlights

Struggles

Adaptations

This group fly’s
through and
moves quickly
into the
beginning of the
project. Learned
from the previous
week that this
group need all
info upfront to
work at their own
pace. I serve as
just a guide.
No struggles

discussion and eye
opening.

was a great
opportunity to
have one on one
discussions about
their ideas. I also
spent time
helping this
group draw, label
and show value
on a sphere.

design. Still
some do not
want to take
time to show
complete value.

No Struggles

No Struggles

No struggles

No adaptations, I
gave this group
of students all of
the info upfront
so that they can
work at their own
pace.

I learned for this lesson
my choice of a KWL
chart helped students
understand appropriation.
I would not change this
activity.

I worked with
students who
struggled with
rendering value.
Teaching
students to take
the time to work
properly.
I learned by
having an open
discussion with
my students in
this small group
was a productive
and informative
way to get
students to
understand this
concept.

By checking all
student work in
rendering,
labeling and
creating value I
helped each
student in this
group feel good
about their
drawing skill
and confidence.

Giving a
quick check
allowed
students to get
help with
troubled areas.

This group also
seemed to use the
review guide as a
tool. I learned that
this group needed
to work through a
small example of
creating a
composition to
give them extra
help when
creating their
project.
No struggles

This group also
learned a great deal
about
appropriation.
They were amazed
at the fact that they
cannot use any
image on the
internet.

This group was
similar to group 1
with not wanting
to take the time
to create and
show value.

No struggles

I would not make
any changes to
this teacher
facilitated activity.

I learned for this
lesson my choice of
a KWL chart
helped students
understand
appropriation. I
would not change
this activity.

I learned that the
struggles are in
rendering value.
Students are not
happy about the
amount of time
that it takes.
To motivate
students in
creating value, I
would add
different
techniques that
are taught in
upper level
drawing class.

By checking
student work and
interactive
activity I learned
that this group
needs to work
more at
developing this
skill. The
question is how
to motivate them
into enjoying this
process.
I learned that the
struggles are in
rendering value.
Students are not
happy about the
amount of time
that it takes.
To motivate
students in
creating value, I
would add
different
techniques that
are taught in
upper level
drawing class.

I learned that
some of group 2
students will
finish their
project on time.
The ones who
did not asked for
more time.

No Struggles

I learned that
checking student
work allowed
the student to
talk about their
process and help
them in the areas
that were
needed.
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This will give
them more
options.

This group was
similar to group
1and 2 with not
wanting to take
the time to create
and show value.

All three groups
struggled in the
same way in not
wanting to take
the time to render
value. I learned
that I need to find
other ways to
motivate them
into developing
this skill.

In this group,
there were
several students
who claimed that
they needed extra
time to finish
their project

Again, I learned
that the struggles
are in rendering
value. Students
are not happy
about the amount
of time that it
takes.
To motivate
students in
creating value, I
would add
different
techniques that
are taught in
upper level
drawing class.
This will give
them more
options.

Again, I learned
that the struggles
are in rendering
value. Students
are not happy
about the amount
of time that it
takes.
To motivate
students in
creating value, I
would add
different
techniques that
are taught in
upper level
drawing class.
This will give
them more
options. Using
techniques like
stippling,
hatching, or cross
hatching might
add more interest.

I learned that
some of the
students in group
2 needed more
time to finish this
project.

Group 3
Highlights

I would not make
any changes to
this teacher
facilitated
activity for group
3.

Struggles

No Struggles

Adaptations

I would not make
any changes to
this teacher
facilitated
activity.

I learned for this
lesson my choice
of a KWL chart
helped students
understand
appropriation. I
would not change
this activity.

I learned that my
review guides are
a great opening
with a new lesson
and mixed with
the project
criteria lead to
success. Students
look forward to
the information to
help them.
No Struggles

All three groups
learned so much
about
appropriation and
how they need to
be aware of using
any image on the
internet.

All three groups
were similar in
their time spent
rendering value.
They understood
the concept, but
just wanted an
easier way to do
it.

I learned that
checking on each
student progress
regularly helps me
connect with my
students and help
them with their
projects.

I learned that
most students
worked very hard
on their projects
and many needed
more time.

No Struggles

I learned that the
struggles are in
rendering value
for all three
groups. Students
are not happy

I learned that the
struggles are in
rendering value
for all three
groups Students
are not happy

I learned that
some of the
students in group
2 needed more
time to finish this
project.

Overall
Conclusions
Highlights

Struggles

I learned the most
from group 3
because they were
the most changed
by this
information. Many
of them had to
renegotiate their
design, but knew
this is part of the
artist process. No
sad hearts.
No struggles

This will give
them more
options.

I learned that
checking student
work allowed the
student to talk
about their
process and help
them in the areas
that were needed.
It allows me to
make changes
like adding more
time.
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about the amount
of time that it
takes.
I learned that to
motivate students
more in creating
value, I would add
different
techniques that
are taught in
upper level
drawing class.
This will give
them more
options.

about the amount
of time that it
takes.
To motivate
students in
creating value, I
would add
different
techniques that
are taught in
upper level
drawing class.
This will give
them more
options. Using
techniques like
stippling,
hatching, or cross
hatching might
add more interest.

Adaptations

I would not make
any changes to
this teacher
facilitated
activity. All
three groups were
successful and
began to use the
review guide as a
toll for their
project.

I learned for this
lesson my choice
of a KWL chart
helped students
understand
appropriation. I
would not change
this activity.

I learned that
because of the
time it takes to
render the
drawing students
needed more time
to finish their
projects. I
allowed students
to come after
school and in
some cases I sent
home supplies
and allowed
students to finish
over the
weekend.

Interactive
Activity

Interactive
Group will
complete a
practice value
work sheet.

Interactive Group
will work together
and complete
their review guide
and turn in.

Interactive
Group will draw
a sphere in their
sketchbook, label
it like the
diagram in
review guide.
They will show a
designated light
source and
render the
sphere with
value.

Interactive
Group will draw
their favorite
object in their
sketchbook, label
it like the
diagram in
review guide.
They will show a
designated light
source and
render the
sphere with
value.

Interactive
Group will work
on their “what
do you value?’”
project using
color pencils to
render value

Group 1
Highlights

This was a great
activity for
reviewing value
and it was fast
and easy to
complete. Group
1 all students
turned in.

Students liked this
activity to help
with practice on
their project.
Group 1 did this
by the end of
class.

Group 1 liked the
addition of
rendering value
on a favorite
object. I learned
that this group
like repetition of
activities to
support their
project.

This was good to
add extra time for
students to
complete their
project. The can
discuss and share
ideas.

Struggles

No Struggles

By allowing
students an extra
day and to
complete the
review guide in a
cooperative setting
all students created
dialogue about the
content. It also
allowed to the
students to work
the diagrams
together.
No Struggles

No Struggles

No Struggles

Adaptations

I would not
change this
activity.

I would not change
this activity.

I would not
change this
activity for this
group.

I would not
change this
activity for this
group.

Students needed
more time.
I learned that in
order for student
to finish they
need more time
to work on
projects and less
time with added
interactive
activities.
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Group 2
Highlights

This was a great
activity for
reviewing value
and it was fast
and easy to
complete. Group
2 all students
turned in.

Struggles

No Struggles

Adaptations

I would not
change this
activity.

I would not change
this activity.

Group 3
Highlights

This was a great
activity for
reviewing value
and it was fast and
easy to complete.
Group 3 all
students turned in.

Struggles

No Struggles

By allowing
students an extra
day and to
complete the
review guide in a
cooperative setting
all students created
dialogue about the
content. It also
allowed to the
students to work
the diagrams
together.
No Struggles

Adaptations

I would not
change this
activity.

I would not change
this activity.

This was a great
activity for
reviewing value
and it was fast and
easy to complete
for all three
groups. All
students turned in.

By allowing
students an extra
day and to
complete the
review guide in a
cooperative setting
all students created
dialogue about the
content. It also
allowed to the

Overall
Conclusions
Highlights

By allowing
students an extra
day and to
complete the
review guide in a
cooperative setting
all students created
dialogue about the
content. It also
allowed to the
students to work
the diagrams
together.
No Struggles

Students liked
this activity to
help with
practice on their
project. Most of
group 2 did this
by the end of
class.

Group 2 liked the
addition of
rendering value
on a favorite
object. I learned
that some of the
students did not
like repetition of
activities to
support their
project.

This was good to
add extra time for
students to
complete their
project. The can
discuss and share
ideas.

Some students
did not finish
this activity.
I would add
more time to
finish this
activity for the
students who did
not finish.

Some students
did not finish this
activity.
I would add more
time to finish this
activity for the
students who did
not finish.

Students needed
more time.

Students liked
this activity to
help with
practice on their
project. Most of
group 3 did this
by the end of
class. The
students who did
not finish were
given extra time.

Group 3 liked the
addition of
rendering value
on a favorite
object. I learned
that some of the
students did not
like repetition of
activities to
support their
project.

This was good to
add extra time for
students to
complete their
project. The can
discuss and share
ideas.

Some students
did not finish this
activity.
I would add
more time to
finish this
activity for the
students who did
not finish.

Some students
did not finish this
activity.
I would add
more time to
finish this
activity for the
students who did
not finish.

Students needed
more time.

Students liked
this activity to
help with
practice on their
project.

Students liked
this activity to
help with
practice on their
project. They
liked choosing
their object
instead of doing
the sphere.

I learned that
students need
more time to
work on projects
and less activities
in the interactive
group. Students
need more time to
share and discuss
their process.

I learned that in
order for student
to finish they need
more time to work
on projects and
less time with
added interactive
activities.

I learned that in
order for student
to finish they
need more time to
work on projects
and less time with
added interactive
activities.
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students to work
the diagrams
together.
No Struggles

Struggles

No Struggles

Adaptations

I would not
change this
activity.

I would not change
this activity.

At Your Seat
Group Activity

At Your Seat
Group will begin
researching their
4 personal values.

Group 1
Highlights

I learned that this
group likes to
research and finds
it very helpful
with their project.

Struggles

No struggles for
this group.
I would add
suggestions on
where to look and
how to formulate
their ideas.

Adaptations

Group 2
Highlights

I learned that in
this group some of
the students like to
research and they
find it very helpful
with their project.

Some students
did not finish this
activity.
I would add
more time to
finish this
activity for the
students who did
not finish.

Some students
did not finish this
activity.
I learned that
even though
some students
did not like to
repeat the
activity, that it
did benefit them
in working on
their project.

Students need
more time.

At Your Seat
Group will
develop several
sketches using the
criteria given.
Students will
create a design
and using colored
pencils develop a
light source and
render each
object with value.

At Your Seat
Group will
work on their
“what do you
value?’” project
using color
pencils to
render value.

At Your Seat
Group will
work on their
“what do you
value?’” project
using color
pencils to
render value

At Your Seat
Group will work
on their “what
do you value?’”
project using
color pencils to
render value

Developing and
practicing their
ideas through
completing several
sketches helps
students develop a
good composition.
This group had no
problems and in
most cases
combined their
several sketches
into the
composition used
for their project.
No struggles

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

No Struggles.

No Struggles.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

Some Students
need more time.
Take away some
of the interactive
activities and
allow more time
for students to
work on their
projects.

Developing and
practicing their
ideas through
completing several
sketches helps
students develop a
good composition.
This group had no

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

I would limit the
amount of
interactive
activities and
incorporate more
time for working
on projects.

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.
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Struggles

Adaptations

Some students
look at one or two
ideas.
In order for
students to not
look at one or two
images, I would
direct them to
certain websites
and information.

Group 3
Highlights

I learned that in
this group some of
the students like to
research and they
find it very helpful
with their project.

Struggles

Some students
look at one or two
ideas.
In order for
students to not
look at one or two
images, I would
direct them to
certain websites
and information.

Adaptations

Overall
Conclusions
Highlights

I learned the
students need to
research and look
at images in order
to help create their
projects.

problems and in
most cases
combined their
several sketches
into the
composition used
for their project.
No struggles

No Struggles.

No Struggles.

Some Students
need more time.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for this
group.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

I learned that I
need to plan
more time for
some of the
students to
finish their
projects.

Developing and
practicing their
ideas through
completing several
sketches helps
students develop a
good composition.
This group had no
problems and in
most cases
combined their
several sketches
into the
composition used
for their project.
No struggles

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

No Struggles.

No Struggles.

Some Students
need more time.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for this
group.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

I learned that I
need to plan more
time for some of
the students to
finish their
projects.

Developing and
practicing their
ideas through
completing several
sketches helps
students develop a
good composition.
This group had no
problems and in
most cases
combined their
several sketches
into the

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.

I learned that
students would
rather have this
time and more to
work on their
project.
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Struggles

Adaptations

Some students
limit their
research.
In order for
students to not
look at one or two
images, I would
direct them to
certain websites
and information.

composition used
for their project.
No struggles

No Struggles.

No Struggles.

Some Students
need more time.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for this
group.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

I would not make
any changes with
this activity for
this group.

I learned that I
would take away
some of the
interactive
activities to help
give more time to
the students who
need it.

Appendix C.2
Overview/Reflections: Lesson 3 Value Circle Close Up
Monday
Present the
project “Value
Circle Close up.”
Demonstrate the
whole project step
by step.

Tuesday
Hand out
drawing paper
review all
student
sketches.

Wednesday
Check on
student work in
their “Value
Circle Close Up
Drawings. Hand
back labeling
sphere work
sheet and help
students who
need it.

Thursday
Check on
project, “Value
Circle Close up”
drawing. Make
sure students are
on task and feel
good about their
design.

Friday
Check on
project, “Value
Circle Close up”
drawing. Make
sure students
are on task and
feel good about
their design.
Hand back line
matching work
sheet and help
students who
need it.

Group 1
Highlights

Group 1 responded
very well to the
presentation and
the project criteria.
I learned that
handing out a
paper copy of the
criteria to put in
their sketch book
was a great
reference.

I learned by
reviewing each
student sketches
I helped them
connect their
ideas with the
criteria. I learned
that giving
immediate
feedback to the
student helps
them feel
confident in their
project.

All students were
working
successfully on
their “Value
Circle Close up
drawing. I know
now that checking
on students while
they are working
is very important
to their success of
their project.

Struggles

No struggles

No struggles

All students were
successful with
the review and
labeling sphere
worksheet.
Students were
well on their way
with their Value
Circle Close Up
drawing. I see
that giving back
work right away
allows the student
to make the
necessary
changes.
No struggles

No struggles

All students in
this group
finished their
drawing on time
and received
feedback from
the line matching
worksheet.
I felt that
students liked
receiving
feedback and it
was important to
them in feeling
good about their
work.
No struggles

Adaptations

No changes to be
made

No changes to be
made

No changes to be
made

No changes to be
made

No changes to be
made

Group 2
Highlights

Group 2
responded very

Most students were
working

Most students in
this group

Teacher
Facilitated Group
Activity

I learned by
reviewing each

Most students were
successful with the
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well to the
presentation and
the project
criteria. I learned
that handing out a
paper copy of the
criteria to put in
their sketch book
was a great
reference.

student sketches
I helped them
connect their
ideas with the
criteria. I
learned that
giving
immediate
feedback to the
student helps
them feel
confident in
their project.

review and labeling
sphere worksheet.
Here students who
needed more help
with the review
worksheet stayed
with me in this
group a little
longer. Students
were well on their
way with their
Value Circle Close
Up drawing. I see
that giving back
work right away
allows the student
to make the
necessary changes.

successfully on
their “Value Circle
Close up drawing.
I spent more time
with students who
needed extra help. .
I know now that
checking on
students while they
are working is very
important to their
success of their
project.

Struggles

No struggles

No struggles

Adaptations

No changes to be
made

No changes to
be made

No major struggles,
just a little
encouragement
when needed.
No changes to be
made

No major struggles,
just a little
encouragement
when needed.
No changes to be
made

Group 3
Highlights

Group 3
responded very
well to the
presentation and
the project
criteria. I learned
that handing out a
paper copy of the
criteria to put in
their sketch book
was a great
reference.

I learned by
reviewing each
student sketches
I helped them
connect their
ideas with the
criteria. I learned
that giving
immediate
feedback to the
student helps
them feel
confident in their
project.

Most students were
successful with the
review and
labeling sphere
worksheet. Here
students who
needed more help
with the review
worksheet stayed
with me in this
group a little
longer. Students
were well on their
way with their
Value Circle Close
Up drawing. I see
that giving back
work right away
allows the student
to make the
necessary changes.

Most students were
working
successfully on
their “Value Circle
Close up drawing.
I spent more time
with students who
needed extra help.
I know now that
checking on
students while they
are working is very
important to their
success of their
project.

Struggles

No struggles

No struggles

Adaptations

No changes to be
made

No changes to be
made

No major
struggles, just a
little
encouragement
when needed.
No changes to be
made

No major
struggles, just a
little
encouragement
when needed.
No changes to be
made

finished their
drawing on time
and received
feedback from
the line
matching
worksheet.
I learned that not
having too many
interactive
activities helped
the student
complete the
project on time. I
felt that students
liked receiving
feedback and it
was important to
them in feeling
good about their
work.
No struggles

Gave students
who needed
more time the
option of the
weekend or after
school.

Most students in
this group
finished their
drawing on time
and received
feedback from the
line matching
worksheet.
I learned that not
having too many
interactive
activities helped
the student
complete the
project on time. I
felt that students
liked receiving
feedback and it
was important to
them in feeling
good about their
work.
No struggles

Gave students
who needed more
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time the option of
the weekend or
after school.
Overall
Conclusions
Highlights

Struggles

All groups
responded very
well to the
presentation and
the project
criteria. I learned
that handing out a
paper copy of the
criteria to put in
their sketch book
was a great
reference.

I learned by
reviewing each
student sketches
I helped them
connect their
ideas with the
criteria. I learned
that giving
immediate
feedback to the
student helps
them feel
confident in their
project.

Most students were
successful with the
review and
labeling sphere
worksheet. Here
students who
needed more help
with the review
worksheet stayed
with me in this
group a little
longer. Students
were well on their
way with their
Value Circle Close
Up drawing. I see
that giving back
work right away
allows the student
to make the
necessary changes.
No major
struggles, just a
little
encouragement
when needed

Most students were
working
successfully on
their “Value Circle
Close up drawing.
I spent more time
with students who
needed extra help.
I know now that
checking on
students while they
are working is very
important to their
success of their
project.

No struggles

No struggles

Begin research
and selection of
two photographs
for “Value
Circle Close
Up.” Begin
Sketch for
“Value Circle
Close Up”
project.
In this interactive
activity, I learned
that students like
to research their
ideas and that
giving them lots
of choices is
important to
personalizing
their work.

Students will
label a sphere
diagram and
review light and
value. This
activity will be
review for the
unit assessment.

Students will
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”
using drawing
graphite pencils
in various
strengths.

Students will
match images
with the 13 types
of line. This is a
review for the
unit assessment.

Students will
finish work on
their drawing
“Value Circle
Close Up” using
drawing graphite
pencils in
various
strengths.

I learned that this
group did this
task quickly and
seemed ready for
their unit test.

All students in this
group worked on
their project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional activities
in the interactive
group, students can
have this time to
work on their
projects and better
meet their
deadlines.
No struggles

Group 1 students
did this review
quickly and went
back to working on
their project. I
learned when
giving students an
interactive activity
to make sure the
activity is simple
and should take
only a few
minutes.

Group 1 students
finished their
project on time
and the
assignments were
well done. I
learned that my
students felt
accomplished
with their projects
and enjoyed their
process.

No struggles

No struggles

No struggles

No Struggles

No major
struggles, just a
little
encouragement
when needed

Most students
finished their
drawing on time
and received
feedback from the
line matching
worksheet.
I learned that not
having too many
interactive
activities helped
the student
complete the
project on time. I
felt that students
liked receiving
feedback and it
was important to
them in feeling
good about their
work.
No struggles

Adaptations
Interactive
Activity

Group 1
Highlights

Struggles
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Adaptations

I realized that I
would not need to
adapt this
activity.

I realized that I
would not need
to adapt this
activity.

Group 2
Highlights

In this interactive
activity, I learned
that students like
to research their
ideas and that
giving them lots of
choices is
important to
personalizing their
work.

I learned that in
this group most
students did this
task quickly and
seemed ready
for their unit
test.

Struggles

I learned that some
students need an
extra push when
trying to pull their
ideas together.

Adaptations

I learned that I will
continue to check
on all students to
help them
formulate their
ideas.

I realized that
the student who
had difficulty
with this activity
was just not
interested in
doing it, even
for a grade.
I learned that I
need to talk one
on one with any
student who did
not turn in this
activity.

Group 3
Highlights

In this interactive
activity, I learned
that students like
to research their
ideas and that
giving them lots
of choices is
important to
personalizing their
work.

I learned that in
this group most
students did this
task quickly and
seemed ready for
their unit test.

Struggles

I learned that
some students
need an extra push
when trying to
pull their ideas
together.

I realized that the
student who had
difficulty with
this activity was
just not interested

I realized that I
would not need to
adapt this activity.

I realized that I
would not need to
adapt this activity.

I realized that I
would not need to
adapt this activity.

Most students in
this group worked
on their project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional
activities in the
interactive group,
students can have
this time to work
on their projects
and better meet
their deadlines.
I noticed that
some students did
not stay on task in
working on their
projects.

Group 2 students
did this review
quickly and went
back to working
on their project.
I learned when
giving students
an interactive
activity to make
sure the activity
is simple and
should take only
a few minutes.

Most of the group
2 students finished
their project on
time and the
assignments were
well done. I
learned that my
students felt
accomplished with
their projects and
enjoyed their
process.

No struggles.

I realized that the
there is a pattern of
the same students
who did not finish
their projects on
time.

I learned that for
the students who
went of task a
private discussion
needs to be made
with each student.
I will encourage
them to make sure
they work during
class and ask for
help if needed.

I realized that I
would not need
to adapt this
activity.

I learned that the
same students did
not finish their
projects and this is
a repeat of the last
two assignments. I
will watch over
them more and
suggest coming to
tutorial during the
week in order to
finish.

Most students in
this group worked
on their project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional
activities in the
interactive group,
students can have
this time to work
on their projects
and better meet
their deadlines.
I noticed that
some students did
not stay on task in
working on their
projects.

Group 3 students
did this review
quickly and went
back to working
on their project. I
learned when
giving students an
interactive
activity to make
sure the activity is
simple and should
take only a few
minutes.

Most of the group
3 students finished
their project on
time and the
assignments were
well done. I
learned that my
students felt
accomplished with
their projects and
enjoyed their
process.

No struggles.

I realized that the
there is a pattern
of the same
students who did
not finish their
projects on time.
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Adaptations

Overall
Conclusions
Highlights

I learned that I
will continue to
check on all
students to help
them formulate
their ideas.

in doing it, even
for a grade.
I learned that I
need to talk one
on one with any
student who did
not turn in this
activity.

In this interactive
activity, I learned
that students like
to research their
ideas and that
giving them lots
of choices is
important to
personalizing their
work.

I learned that
most students in
all three groups
did this task
quickly and
seemed ready for
their unit test.

Struggles

I learned that
some students
need an extra push
when trying to
pull their ideas
together.

Adaptations

I learned that I
will continue to
check on all
students to help
them formulate
their ideas.

I realized that the
student who had
difficulty with
this activity was
just not interested
in doing it, even
for a grade.
I learned that I
need to talk one
on one with any
student who did
not turn in this
activity.

At Your Seat
Group Activity

Begin research
and section of
two photographs
for “Value Circle
Close Up.” Begin
Sketch for
“Value Circle
Close Up”
project.

Students will
finish their
sketches and
begin their
drawing on good
paper using
drawing
graphite pencils
in various
strengths.

I learned that for
the students who
went of task a
private discussion
needs to be made
with each student.
I will encourage
them to make sure
they work during
class and ask for
help if needed.

I realized that I
would not need to
adapt this activity

I learned that the
same students did
not finish their
projects and this is
a repeat of the last
two assignments.
I will watch over
them more and
suggest coming to
tutorial during the
week in order to
finish.

Most students
worked on their
project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional
activities in the
interactive group,
students can have
this time to work
on their projects
and better meet
their deadlines.
I noticed that
some students did
not stay on task in
working on their
projects.

All students did
this review
quickly and went
back to working
on their project. I
learned when
giving students an
interactive
activity to make
sure the activity is
simple and should
take only a few
minutes.

Most students
finished their
project on time
and the
assignments were
well done. I
learned that my
students felt
accomplished with
their projects and
enjoyed their
process.

No struggles.

I realized that the
there is a pattern
of the same
students who did
not finish their
projects on time.

I learned that for
the students who
went of task a
private discussion
needs to be made
with each student.
I will encourage
them to make sure
they work during
class and ask for
help if needed.

I realized that I
would not need to
adapt this activity

I learned that the
same students did
not finish their
projects and this is
a repeat of the last
two assignments.
I will watch over
them more and
suggest coming to
tutorial during the
week in order to
finish.

Students will
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”
using drawing
graphite pencils
in various
strengths.

Students will
work on their
drawing “Value
Circle Close Up”
using drawing
graphite pencils
in various
strengths.

Students will
finish work on
their drawing
“Value Circle
Close Up” using
drawing graphite
pencils in various
strengths.
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Group 1
Highlights

I learned that
students like to
research their
ideas and that
giving them lots
of choices is
important to
personalizing their
work.

I learned that for
the most part
most students
sketched out
several ideas and
did a good job in
creating a good
composition for
their project.

Struggles

No struggles

Adaptations

I realized that I
would not need to
adapt this activity.

I understood why
some students
struggled with
their sketches and
that they needed
to take extra time
to create a good
composition.
I learned that for
some students
building
confidence is
giving them extra
time and for the
ability for me the
teacher to listen
and help in any
way I can.

Group 2
Highlights

I learned that
students like to
research their
ideas and that
giving them lots
of choices is
important to
personalizing their
work.

I learned that for
the most part
most students
sketched out
several ideas and
did a good job in
creating a good
composition for
their project.

Struggles

I learned that
some students
need an extra push
when trying to
pull their ideas
together.

I understood why
some students
struggled with
their sketches and
that they needed
to take extra time
to create a good
composition.
I learned that for
some students

Adaptations

Most students
worked on their
project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional
activities in the
interactive group,
students can have
this time to work
on their projects
and better meet
their deadlines.
I noticed that
some students did
not stay on task in
working on their
projects.

Most students
worked on their
project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional
activities in the
interactive group,
students can have
this time to work
on their projects
and better meet
their deadlines.
I noticed that
some students did
not stay on task in
working on their
projects.

Most students
finished their
project on time
and the
assignments were
well done. I
learned that my
students felt
accomplished with
their projects and
enjoyed their
process.

I learned that for
the students who
went of task a
private discussion
needs to be made
with each student.
I will encourage
them to make sure
they work during
class and ask for
help if needed.

I learned that for
the students who
went of task a
private discussion
needs to be made
with each student.
I will encourage
them to make sure
they work during
class and ask for
help if needed.

I learned that the
same students did
not finish their
projects and this is
a repeat of the last
two assignments.
I will watch over
them more and
suggest coming to
tutorial during the
week in order to
finish.

Most students
worked on their
project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional
activities in the
interactive group,
students can have
this time to work
on their projects
and better meet
their deadlines.
I noticed that
some students did
not stay on task in
working on their
projects.

Most students
worked on their
project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional
activities in the
interactive group,
students can have
this time to work
on their projects
and better meet
their deadlines.
I noticed that
some students did
not stay on task in
working on their
projects.

Most students
finished their
project on time
and the
assignments were
well done. I
learned that my
students felt
accomplished with
their projects and
enjoyed their
process.

I learned that for
the students who

I learned that for
the students who

I learned that the
same students did

I realized that the
there is a pattern
of the same
students who did
not finish their
projects on time.

I realized that the
there is a pattern
of the same
students who did
not finish their
projects on time.
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building
confidence is
giving them extra
time and for the
ability for me the
teacher to listen
and help in any
way I can.

went of task a
private discussion
needs to be made
with each student.
I will encourage
them to make sure
they work during
class and ask for
help if needed.

went of task a
private discussion
needs to be made
with each student.
I will encourage
them to make sure
they work during
class and ask for
help if needed.

not finish their
projects and this is
a repeat of the last
two assignments.
I will watch over
them more and
suggest coming to
tutorial during the
week in order to
finish.

Most students
worked on their
project
successfully. I
learned that by
reducing the
amount of
additional
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their deadlines.
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some students did
not stay on task in
working on their
projects.
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Group 3
Highlights

I learned that
students like to
research their
ideas and that
giving them lots
of choices is
important to
personalizing their
work.

I learned that for
the most part
most students
sketched out
several ideas and
did a good job in
creating a good
composition for
their project.

Struggles

I learned that
some students
need an extra push
when trying to
pull their ideas
together.

Adaptations

I learned that I
will continue to
check on all
students to help
them formulate
their ideas

I understood why
some students
struggled with
their sketches and
that they needed
to take extra time
to create a good
composition.
I learned that for
some students
building
confidence is
giving them extra
time and for the
ability for me the
teacher to listen
and help in any
way I can.

Overall
Conclusions
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giving them lots
of choices is
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work.
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the most part
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sketched out
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did a good job in
creating a good
composition for
their project.

I realized that the
there is a pattern
of the same
students who did
not finish their
projects on time.
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